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One of the most suggestive discoveries made by
practitioners of the mental method is the fact that the
disposition of the patient is oftentimes a more important factor in the disease and its cure than the disease itself.
It is true that some disciples of the
silent method treat all disease alike, or by reference to
a series of affirmations each of which is adapted to a
particular case. But practitioners who have sounded
the work more deeply know that no two cases of the
same disease are alike, that no two patients can be
cured in precisely the same way, and that no two
treatments given to the same person are wholly alike.
The fundamental reason is not that no two diseases
are absolutely identical, but that individuals differ,
and not only differ but undergo gradual changes and
fluctuations of mood. Consequently the silent treatment must be adapted to meet these varying conditions. Sometimes it must be vigorous and stimulating, again soothing and relaxing. Now it must be
prolonged and involving a careful intuitive analysis,
and again a short treatment accompanied by a few
words of advice is all that is desirable. The consecrated healer has few rules and knows many methods.
The beginning of each silent sitting is like a prayer
for guidance, as if one were entering a new field for
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the first time. One may or may not step where one
has walked before.
This variable method may be compared to the
method adopted by a teacher in a modern school. It
was once supposed to be sufficient to instruct all
pupils alike in the-subjects which every well educated
person should know, as though all possessed the same
degree of intelligence. But under, the elective system the first aim is to cultivate individuality by adaptation of methods and careful selection of studies. It
is well known that children pass through pliable periods and the teacher endeavors to take advantage of
these. There are " m i s f i t s , " dullards and inceptive
men of genius, and the teacher must meet the needs
of all.
Likewise in the psychic treatment of disease it is
found that some patients are as responsive as a sensitive plant, while others are as slow as a pupil in arithmetic who can scarcely understand fractions. Some
patients are aware that a change is taking place from
the beginning of the first treatment, while others are
hardly conscious that a change has been wrought until
they find themselves practically well. In cases of
chronic invalidism it is far more apt to be a question
of the patient's disposition than of aught else. For,
around that disposition as a center have gathered the
habits which maintain the disease. T o restore the
sufferer to health is to persuade her to modify those
habits, little by little at first, then fundamentally.
There may have been a disease of threatening character years since, but its power has spent itself while
the habit of attending upon nervous sensations remains. It is a question of arousing the dormant life
into activity once more, and the situation must be
carefully studied in order to discover the lines of least
resistance. Perhaps it is a woman who has too much
time on her hands, hence every opportunity for the
full development of every ache or pain. In such a
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case it may not be mental treatment that is first required but an absorbing occupation. Again, domestic
infelicity may underlie the illness and the therapeutist
must take a hand where no one else is permitted to
enter. In every case it is primarily a question of the
prevailing mental attitude, the temperamental way of
meeting the situation. This must be understood as
no one could understand it save the healer who is able
to discern the heart of hearts.
T h e restoration of physical health is thus merely a
beginning. Behind the illness and its attendant habits
there is a soul struggling to attain fullness of expression. T h e physical conditions, the habitual beliefs,
the transient fears and fluctuating moods are all obstacles that must be removed. But since the therapeutist is a teacher as well as a physician he must be
concerned with the spiritual significance of this particular instance of ill-health. T o discern the spiritual
meaning is to adapt the work" to the temperamental
need.
Something must touch the soul. The word of
power must be spoken that strikes home and arouses
a vigorous temperamental reaction. Whatever appeals to the imprisoned inner man will forthwith touch
the entire organism, as familiar music sends a thrill
to the extremities. It is more important to utter this
word of power than to take away the pain. For one
might relieve another's pain and leave him no wiser.
To quicken is to enable him not only to throw off the
illness but to discover how it was brought on. Hence
in some cases, patient and healer must unite to analyze
a disease to the foundation, physically, mentally and
spiritually.
Whether the disease be plainly organic and apparently merely physical, or so far baseless as to be
what the mental therapeutists of one school call an
" e r r o r , " it is for the time being a mental reality to
the patient, hence it is like a mathmetical problem
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which haunts the mind till solved. It was the merit
of P . P . Quimby, who first practiced this adaptative
method, that he could intuitively discern the inmost
attitude and utter the word, silently or audibly, which
spoke to the heart. Mr". Quimby would so far yield
himself to the clues which the patient's " atmosphere "
afforded as to take on even the terminology of the
mind in question and begin,for example, to make
clear the conversational part of the treatment by referring to the erection of a house when talking with a
carpenter, or by showing the origin of sin when conversing with a woman who believed she had committed " t h e unpardonable sin." It was this ready
adaptation to the case in hand that made possible the
application of the mental method to diseases of all
types. It was not a question of physiological diagnosis, of nervous as opposed to organic diseases; but of
the temperamental attitude. To distinguish between
types of disease would not be to draw the line of distinction at the right point. A patient could be cured
if the individual could be reached and be persuaded,
and Mr. Quimby had large powers of persuasion.
This, in a word, was Mr. Quimby's discovery —
that not only fears and beliefs, religious opinions and
haunting mental pictures, helped forward the disease,
but that the life of the individual as a whole gave
character to the disease. Hence his work was as
much that of a reformer as that of a physician. He
would adapt the method to the individual, strike at
the root of the trouble and if necessary hew it out.
H e would then explain the causes audibly, that there
might be complete freedom. H e therefore compared
his work to one who enters a dark prison with a light
and sets the prisoners free — the dark prisons of sorrow and suffering, and the lamp of Wisdom and L o v e .
The superiority of this method is shown by the
fact that when the heart is touched it is possible for
the patient to relax the hold upon the habitual pains
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and other conditions, and turn from bodily sensation
to the glad way of escape, the spiritual values of the
experience. When the impetus has once been given
in the new direction the other changes follow as matters of course. T h e more radical the change of attitude the sooner the patient is able to take charge of
his own case. For with the change of attitude there
comes an alteration of beliefs, a reconstruction from
the foundation. An acute-minded patient will soon
see the point and begin in earnest to eliminate fear,
anger, worry and friction. T h u s an intellectual patient will partly " carry himself," whereas another
must literally be carried for weeks, mayhap for
months.
On the other hand, your intellectual patient may
be the most difficult one. For, equipped with manifold arguments, he will contest every point with the
most obstinate perversity. Indeed, the chief trouble
with some patients is perversity — and selfishness.
Sometimes it is futile to argue. The healer must
quietly plod along from week to week, until the results
begin to show. Again, the only hope lies in patiently
meeting every objection, thesis by thesis. This is indeed work, but then the therapeutist is a worker.
Thus it is once more " the truth which makes men
free." The spiritual therapeutist cannot stop until he
has sifted a patient's problem to its deepest basis and
amidst the residuum is able to select the ideal interest
on which the once imprisoned soul may build anew.
It is not strange that under such practice patients request that the spiritual healing work be continued long
after the disease has disappeared. Nor is it strange
that the change wrought by a cure leads to the adoption of the philosophy underlying the principles of
spiritual cure.
The steps of faith fall on the seeming void, but
find the rock beneath.— Whit tier.
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Revelation as here considered has reference, not
to the visions of prophets and seers, but to those experiences coming in everyday life which reveal man
to himself.
Little does man know about his true self, or even
about his seeming self, until these experiences begin
to come, and then he is often surprised and sometimes
almost appalled at the depths of wickedness which
seem to be within him. This is the bringing to light
of that " old man " that Paul liked to talk about.
But the revelation is not complete until the
" new man " is made manifest. T h e hidden things of
darkness are brought to light only that they may be
purged away with the cleansing word of denial. To
stop short of the complete revelation is to become
lost in the darkness of self-condemnation. T h a t is,
if it becomes clear to one who is desirous of living
the true life, that any of the so-called works of the
flesh are ruling in his consciousness he is apt to condemn himself and grow discouraged. Instead of a
cause for discouragement, the discovery of what is
within to be overcome should be a matter of rejoicing,
for it is clearly taught by Jesus that this work of
revelation is necessary in man's growth out of the
flesh into the Spirit; and men learn by experience
that this work is one of the primary steps in their development. When one knows this, and knows too,
that the undesirable traits are no part of his real self,
he promptly denies them away, and thus frees himself
from any power that may have been given to them by
his past thinking. By the light of understanding he
is saved from self-condemnation.
And this same
understanding helps to save him from the tendency to
condemn others. Everyone who sees that revelations
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are necessary, becomes willing to let other people
have their lessons without interference or condemnation.
These revelations may properly be called judgments. Through them the great Judge brings every
hidden thing to light, and man is called to accoun
for even his lightest word.
In the Bible, the words judging, chastening, quickening, purging, bear such a close relation one to another that they seem to have almost the same significance. T h e purgings, and cleansings, and the quickenings of the Spirit produce the experiences called
judgments and chastenings.
T h e Psalmist says, " I know, O Lord, that thy
judgments are right and that thou in faithfulness hath
afflicted m e . " Separated from the old idea which attaches to this and other similar Bible language, and
read in the light of the new understanding, this Scripture brings a comfort and even joy which can never
be known while the mind holds to the belief that it is
G o d ' s will for man to suffer, and that man must be
resigned to that will.
It is now clear that suffering comes only through
broken law, and that the loving-kindness of the Revealer (a revelation bespeaks a revealer) is making
known t o m a n wherein he falls short of the perfect law;
and not only making this known, but helping him to
live u p to the law, thus revealing the new man and
making the revelation complete. This puts all one's
trying enperiences in a new light, and takes away their
burden.
All people will come into these judgment experiences, but all do not come into them at the same time.
W h e n the Judge begins his work in a man's consciousness the man becomes disturbed and perplexed.
At first he does not understand what is the matter,
and often envies his brother who seems to prosper in
worldliness, and even in wickedness. But the broth-
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er's time is yet to come. All must appear before the
judgment seat of Christ; and (as the result of this
judging is to be the complete destruction of every form
of error and evil in every man, and the complete salvation of every m a n ) , to find that one has already
come into judgment is a cause for rejoicing. . But to
be able to stand in this great day man must steadfastly claim the Christ righteousness, and deny
the belief that the errors which- are being purged away
are any part of himself.
As soon as one finds out that he is in the midst of
judgment revelations, he gets anxious to know just
what the lesson in each experience is, and very often
seeks books and teachers to gain this knowledge.
Here he suffers more or less disappointment until he
learns that the Revealer is within, and that only in
stillness can his voice be heard.
In the 28th chapter of Deuteronomy, many blessings for obedience to God, and many curses (judgments) for disobedience to him are mentioned; and the
whole history of man proves the statements in this
chapter to be absolutely true.
But instead of thinking of a far-away, angry God
who curses his children who do not please him, man
now reads this chapter and knows that it is one way
of expressing the truth that righteous, unchangeable
Law lies back of every man's being, and that no one
can safely violate this law.
T h e word overtake as used in this chapter expresses
so well and so forcibly the action of the law. «« And
all these blessings shall come upon thee and overtake
thee, if thou shalt listen to the voice of the Lord thy
G o d . " When man obeys God, when he sets his heart
to righteous thinking, and sends forth his true word,
he sets into operation forces which bring his good to
him so quietly and. so quickly that nothing better expresses the manner of the coming of his blessings
than to say that they have overtaken him.
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And so with the curses, " If thou wilt not hearken
unto the voice of the Lord thy God, all these curses
shall come upon thee and overtake t h e e . " Wrong
thinking, and speaking, and doing, sets into inharmonious action the forces which might work for good,
and this produces results corresponding to the names
of the curses set forth in this Scripture. Poverty,
failure, disease and sickness come upon the violator
of the law, and they often come so suddenly that they
seem literally to have overtaken him. But discordant
thoughts and words have been going forth for a long
time to produce these discords, and the man is only
being taken in the web which he himself has woven.
Not realizing this he sometimes rebels against God.
This attitude of rebellion prevents him from coming
into that harmonious relation with Spirit which would
bring Divine order into his life.
Many may find their own condition perfectly pictured in the 66th and 67th verses of this 28th chapter
of Deuteronomy. " Thy life shall hang in doubt before thee; and thou shalt fear day and night, and
shalt have none assurance of thy life: in the morning
thou shalt say, Would God it were even! and at even
thou shalt say, Would God it were morningl for the
fear of thine heart wherewith thou shalt fear, and for
the sight of thine eyes which thou shalt see. " T h e
cause of this, and all other undesirable conditions, is
summed up in the 47th verse of this same chapter,
where it is written that these curses come, " Because
thou serveds't not the Lord thy God with joyfulness
and with gladness of heart for the abundance of all
t h i n g s . " Trouble does not spring out of the ground.
It comes through the law of cause and effect. If one
never doubted the love of God, he would never believe in lack of any kind, but would continually rejoice
in the abundance of all things. It would be impossible
therefore for him to fall into fearful states of mind of
any kind. Doubting and fearing leads to murmuring
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and murmuring leads to destruction. This unwavering faith which is so needful has to be founded upon
understanding of God, and of man's relation to God.
So we learn that these judgments come to free
every one who is thought-bound to persons, places, or
to error of any kind, and to stay the heart wholly
upon God where it is secure forever. Every one must
be balanced up from whatever extreme he may have
reached, and this gives a variety of experiences which
calls for the charity of Spirit. One will make his own
way safe and easy just in proportion to his remembrance of the truth that there is now no condemnation
to them which are in Christ Jesus.
' ' There is nothing covered that shall not be revealed; neither hid that shall not be known." R e sistance to this truth makes many burdens which
could easily be thrown off by obedience to the counsel
of James: " Confess your faults one to another, and
pray that ye may be healed." W h e n the Spirit has r e vealed to a man an error it is folly for him to try t o
keep it hid, because it cannot be done; and there is by
confession, wisely made, a loosing from the error t h a t
can come in no other way. Confessions are not h a r d
to make when one knows that evil is no part of himself. By concealment and secrecy many ills a r e
fostered. Sins that are firmly held to and hidden
must break out some way. They show forth in disease
of the body and tell their own story. J< He that covereth his sins shall not prosper: but whoso confesseth
and forsaketh them shall have m e r c y . " — P r o v. 28:13.
As a final thought let it be remembered that t h e
attention should be centered upon the " n e w m a n , "
and faith and expectation should look daily for revelations of His presence and power. In the beginning
it sometimes seems that only the error side is revealed;
but, as growth goes on, this appearing of evil will
seem less and less, and at last, the good only will b e
manifest. In this way, of seeming twain one new
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man is made, and to him is revealed all the riches of
glory.
" L i g h t is sown for the righteous." " W h a t s o ever doth make manifest is light."

A DOUBT

SILENCED

NELLIE WHIPPLE FAWCETT

Mortal mind would hinder all progress in Divine
Science by suggesting the thought — " If I open myself to New Thought, everybody will think I accept
everything found in New T h o u g h t . " As well might
every American now in foreign lands feel responsible
for the belief of every citizen in the United States.
New Thought is not a narrow, limited cult, sect,
denomination, church, which one " joins;" it is not a
creed to which one subscribes; but it is living Truth;
it is practicing Christ-ianity. It is the boundless,
fathomless ocean of Divine Mind into which flows very
many currents of thought, all blending in the infinite
Whole. It is the science of Being which includes
your being and my being. It is the science of finding our real selfhood in God — of oneness in and with
our Source. It is realization of Wisdom, Life, Love,
in the All-Good. It lifts one above the material sense
plane into a purer altitude of true thinking and right
feeling, in which we may, by unfolding all out faculties,
become in reality the offspring of Deity, sons of God,
and joint heirs with Jesus who was called Christ.
New Thought infuses vitality into the idea of salvation,
so that we are " saved to the uttermost." Conscious
mind, unconscious mind, subconscious mind, are
saved, or brought into unity with superconscious Mind.
The ultimate of New Thought means the millennium. Let us realize we have entered upon a newer
era in the world's history.
Old thoughts are passing away and all thoughts
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are becoming new. Although the present is but the
early dawn of the second coming of Christ, wise men
have seen its star and the eastern sky of fulfillment is
growing brighter every hour.
The Savior of our age has already come into the
consciousness of all who truly long for, expect, and
with spiritual vision see Christ's appearing. Behold,
I show you a mystery! W e shall all be changed in
thought and speak the new tongue, for we must put on
Christ.
I

WOULD

LIVE

ALWAY

Lucy Chaffee Alden

<' J would not live alway, I ask not to stay,''
Is hardly the language of faith for today.
Though soft be the accent and thrilling the strain,
I cannot with truthfulness sing it again.
' ' / would not live always, so welcome the tomb."
What! welcome that place for which sin has made room?
Wait gladly sin's wages? Deem friendly that foe,
By whom my Redeemer for me was laid low?
Oh let me live alway!
To die not, I pray.
Let me live and remain 'till the glad Kingdom day,
When the Great King shall reign in glory and power;
For this do I long every day, every hour.
Bui His will u ill be mine, and asleep or awake,
Oh let me be ready when morning shall break,
To live, and forever, in fullness of health,
To share, and forever, perfection of wealth,
To love and be loved by the true and the pure,
While ages on ages of glory endure.
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It is an old doctrine, but age does not militate
against truth. The newest is as old as its author.
But there is a sense in which truth may be said to lie
latent, like the seeds in the mummy case, for ages,
and then appear in all the glory and freshness of
springtime bloom. And that is what this blossoming
of New Thought all over the world really is.
It is probable that much that so appears has
bloomed before and yielded up its harvest, which has
been treasured in the storehouse of the ages by truth
lovers who believed in its potency and have sought in
various ways to apply its forces to their needs; but
the season for planting and blossoming was not yet
I once heard Mark Guy Pierce, of London, say
many years ago that what the gospel message needed
was new phraseology, as the old words had become
" polarized " through repetition and familiarity. And
this is practically what has occurred in the New
Thought movement. The grave clothes of the reawakened Lazarus are being loosened; the old body
of the germinating seed is falling off to free the new
plant for life and fruitage.
Take, for instance, the wave of faith healing that
i s sweeping over the world in increasing power and
volume; what is it but a practical demonstration of
t h e principles of the doctrine of justification (being
m a d e just, righteous, whole or healthy) by faith?
Sickness of any kind is an evidence of broken law.
I t may be a law of our own making, for on the physic a l plane it is probable that man is the only lawm a k e r ; but the results of its infringement are just as
c e r t a i n and just as unpleasant. Sin is a transgress i o n of the law, and the wages of sin is death. W e
h a v e broken the law; how shall we escape?
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You remember how Paul once escaped a scourging
by claiming his birthright as a free-born citizen of
Rome? In a similar sense physical pain, weakness,
weariness and disability of any sort have no power
over the spiritual child of God. H e who claims his
birthright, as the offspring of the Almighty, is not
under any law in the realm of the senses.
You have broken the laws of one country, and
whatever may be its attractions or advantages, it has
ceased to be a healthy climate for you. Escape for
your life into another country, where there is no extradition treaty. And once you reach its shores,
remain there. . You are safe as long as you keep within its borders. Make no tentative return expeditions.
If you do you will be harassed, terrorized and miserable, and eventually you will be captured, and you
will not then escape until you have paid the uttermost
farthing.
This, of course, is simply an illustration of how
the consciousness which we are beginning to know is
a movable possession, may be brought upward or inward to another plane of vibrations, where sense conditions cease to rule and are dominated by Spirit.
The law of that other outer realm has no longer any
dominion over us. W e are justified — made righteo u s — by faith. The law of the Spirit of life in Christ
Jesus has made us free from the law of sin and death.
It is objected that this is a dangerous doctrine,
and that it will lead men to lawlessness if penalties
can be avoided. This, you know, is the same old
argument used against the doctrine of the justification
by faith; and the same old answer — changed natures,
aspirations and desires — still holds good. Paul
voiced that objection when he asked, " Shall we then
continue in sin that grace may abound? God forbid."
And God does forbid. The atmosphere of that new
country excludes — overpowers — the old appetites,
desires and temptations. W h y should we wish to put
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our fingers in the fire because we can demonstrate
over the pain of the burn? T h e necessity of remaining in that realm of higher consciousness — and it is
a vital one, of absolute i m p o r t a n c e — so absorbs our
faculties that we cannot lead them to lower uses.
W e are justified in a yet deeper sense. T h e old
oppressive consciousness of guilt and condemnation
and fearful looking forward to judgment to come is
gone. Whence came it, that well-nigh universal feeling of wickedness, latent in many cases, but always
capable of being aroused, and which for ages has been
the chief stock in trade of the priestcraft? Did the
old doctrine of natural, inherent depravity produce it?
or was that doctrine itself conceived by the. guilty
feeling? W a s it the cause or the effect of our idea of
God as an implacable Judge?
W e know now that we have no one to fear but ourselves. As, on the sense plane, we are our own lawmakers, so are we also our own judges, our own executors. " W h o is he that condemeth? " W e must
look in the mirror for the answer. " Judge not, and
ye shall not be judged; condemn not, and ye shall
not be condemned. With what measure ye mete,
it shall be measured to you again." " B l e s s e d are
the merciful, for they shall obtain mercy." " Forgive, and ye shall be forgiven."
Herein is the doctrine of forgiveness. If the punishment that waits upon sin is as the harvest that
waits upon the sowing, how shall God himself set it
aside and say, " A s ye sow, so also ye shall not r e a p ? "
How shall he divorce the effect from the cause? And
yet, there is forgiveness with him that he may be
feared, and the Son of Man on earth, even, has power
to forgive sins, and to say to the sick of the palsy,
"Arise, take up thy bed and walk." There is very
close and intimate connection between the " h e a l i n g
of all thy d i s e a s e s " and " t h e forgiving of all thine
iniquities." " I have blotted o u t , " saith the Lord,
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" a s a thick cloud thy transgressions." " T h y sins
and thy iniquities will I remember no more." What
God ceases to remember may safely be forgotten.
But how are these things to be reconciled with that
law of cause and effect? And the New Thought people, you know, are very strenuous in their application
of that law. How can God be just and yet set aside
the penalty attached to broken laws?
The orthodox answer is that he wreaked his vengeance upon the sinless Christ and thus satisfied his
sense of justice. And a very curious sense of justice
it must have been! Yet the truth remains that Jesus
suffered; and in a lesser degree, the just have ever
suffered for the unjust. It is no wonder that the ingenuity of intellect has been sorely taxed with this
riddle.
Yet the solution is easy. H e who makes laws has
a right to abrogate them. Our own forgiveness is all
that is necessary. Jesus says so. If we forgive
others and ourselves we are free, " that being dead in
which we were held." / / never was alive except
through our own belief in it. Have we forgotten our
own doctrine of the nothingness of evil? How can
barren seeds bring forth a harvest? And life pertains
to God and to good, and to Him alone. W e have lent
potency to evil through false belief. Now let us know
the truth and so become free.
T h e truth is we are not wicked at all, but are in
reality perfect, " e v e n as our Father in heaven is perfect." And this is true not only of such good folk a s
you and I, but of all people everywhere and in every
condition, however cruel, unjust, corrupt and deceitful they may appear. How could it be otherwise,
since they are all the offspring of God? W e are, it is
true, temporarily in evil, but we are not of it; we a r e
of God.
It is as if a crystal vase were plunged in muddy
water. It looks as defiled as its environment. I n
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fact it is utterly obscured and lost to view in its vile
surroundings. But in reality it is absolutely uncontaminated. All that is necessary is to lift it into the
right atmosphere and its righteousness shall be
brought forth as the light and its judgment as the
noonday. " There is therefore now no condemnation
to them that are in Christ Jesus, who walk not after
the flesh, but after t h e , s p i r i t . " They were good all
the while, even when they were in the midst of evil;
but now they appear in the true light, and their righteousness is made manifest.
That consciousness of being good is like heaven.
In it we recognize our oneness with the All-Good, and
shake off forever the fetters of guilt and sin. W h o
shall lay anything to the charge of God's elect? The
consequences attendant upon evil deeds are powerless
when we cease to believe in evil. And this heaven of
joy is infinitely compounded when we realize that what
is true of ourselves is equally true of all. As this belief in evil relaxes its hold upon our minds, the kingdom of God gains a new citizen. As we are enabled
to see the divine sonship of each human being, the
world becomes redeemed anew through our knowledge
of the truth. An added glory gilds the crown of the
King of kings who first lifted himself up into God
that he might draw all men unto him. This is the
doctrine of the justification by faith, according to the
New Thought.
SOME

OBSERVATIONS

IMF.LDA (). SHANKLIN

We are told in Genesis that God spoke the universe into appearance; the creative power is expressed
in the statement, " G o d said." Words are the signs
of thought, and thinking most certainly does change
conditions.
*
*
*
*
Persistently affirming a thing trains the subcon-
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scious mind until it takes hold and executes .the i d e a ,
sometimes in the face of a conscious doubt or u n b e l i e f .

Mainly because the teaching has been o f - m a n ' s
sinfulness it is necessary to deny imperfection
and
affirm' perfection.

If we actively trust the power called God few w o r d s
are necessary; the truth, however, will be the n a t u r a l
language of the tongue, and we will be sure to m a k e
our at-one statements, for there is nothing else w e c a n
say. A lazy acquiescence in God is not trust; i t i s a
shifting of responsibility.

" T h o s e who dwell in the secret place of t h e M o s t
H i g h " are those who abide in — not run in a n d o u t
of — a consciousness of the Spirit within. " T h y
thoughts shall be established," means that w e w i l l
not be turning the mind to a fluctuation between g o o d
and evil, but that we will abide in the true t h o u g h t ,
the knowledge of God.

Jesus said, " A s k whatsoever you will, in m y
name, and it shall be done unto y o u . " This d e c l a r a tion of principles is the foundation we accept in o u r
teaching along this line.

Where faith is there will be found results.
Those
who desire " this world's pleasures " and b e l i e v e i n
them, will surely bring them into their e x p e r i e n c e s .
There is not of necessity a correspondence b e t w e e n a
profession of Christianity and the pleasures of t h e
world. Christ's kingdom is a spiritual one.
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Lesson 12. September 22.
THE DEATH OF MOSES.—Deut. 34:1-12.
GOLDEN T E X T . — Precious in the Sight of the Lord

is the death of his Saints. — P s a l m 116:15.
Christianity plainly teaches that man is not living
under the Divine L a w , and that a concerted movement is under way for his reconciliation, which is
revealed in the history of the Hebrew race. This
redemptive movement has been going forward for
thousands of years and its agents and methods are
many. God is working with a mighty force of teachers to bring man to realize and observe the law of his
being.
Two great movements have been set into
operation — the first under Moses, the second under
Jesus Christ.
The first movement under Moses was a turning of
the mind in the direction of the Truth, and a promise
of its fulfillment if certain laws were lived up to continuously. This is set forth in the statement, " This
is the land which I sware unto Abraham, unto Isaac,
and unto Jacob, saying, I will give it unto thy seed."
The man-seed had been vitiated and it must be ourified
by a long line of faithful souls, striving with all their
might to know and do the will of God. Under this
first dispensation there is no promise of the full realization of the redemption but a mental perception or
view of the possessions when the law has been fulfilled. Moses represents the man on the way to redemption, viewing the possibilities of full regeneration, but not being able yet to demonstrate it. " I
have caused thee to see it with thine eyes (perception
of T r u t h ) , but thou shalt not go over thither."
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The reason Moses did not realize-the full redemption fe given in Numbers 20:12. When the Israelites
cried out for water in the wilderness trie Lord told
Moses to " Speak unto the rock before their eyes, that
it give forth its water. " Instead of using the word
Moses took his rod and smote the rock, and he called
the children " r e b e l s . " H e thus failed to "sanctify"
the Lord before the children of Israel.
The meaning of all this is, that in the first dispensation man perceives the Truth and leads his people
to a certain point, but because of his willfulness and
intolerance he destroys instead of redeems
All destructive thoughts must be cast out of consciousness before we can enter the second dispensation of the Spirit, represented by Jesus Christ. T h e
Law in this dispensation is Love. " Forgive seven
times?" said Peter.
" Y e s , seventy times seven"
replied Jesus.
The redeemed body is the " p r o m i s e d l a n d , " and
the reason Moses failed to enter his organism and impart to it the Law which he perceived, is plain to the
modern metaphysician. The body is very sensitive
to thoughts and especially destructive thoughts. If
we' think about destroying our enemies that thought
reacts upon our own organism. The Lord told David
he could not build the temple because he was a man
of war. No one will overcome death of the body who
thinks destruction of life in any of its forms.
Yet those who are, in the Mosaic dispensation,
living up to their highest understanding, are not under
condemnation. " There hath not arisen a prophet in
Israel like unto Moses, whom the Lord knew face to
face." " He died there according to the word of the
L o r d , " is interpreted by Jewish Rabbis, " by the kiss
of the L o r d . " In Weil's Legends it is written, " T h e n
God bent over the face of Moses and kissed him, and
the soul leaped up in joy, and went with the kiss of
God to paradise."
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Lesson 13. September 29.
REVIEW.
Read Psalm <io

-GOLDEN T E X T — Tie Lord is merciful and gracious,
slow to anger, and plenteous in mercy.— Psalm 103:8.
Retrospection is profitable only when it yields
some lesson.
T h e habit of some people of talking
about the past as the most profitable part of their lives
is highly detrimental. Wherever the attention is centered there thought-substance is formed. The mind
is continually making out of the invisible forces of life
all about us whatever we image in thought. If we
think about old things and make ihe mind image
them as the most desirable, they are reproduced in our
experiences, or in the character, or the shape of the
organism. Mediocre talents and shriveled bodies are
the penalties of looking back with regrets. ' • Remember Lot's wife."
The command of the Lord, or Spiritual I Am, is
<« Go forward." T h e mind is naturally progressive.
It grows, expands, encompasses new and greater possibilities, whenworking in divine order. The number
of years one has lived is no criterion of wisdom, nor a
measure of life's activities. Modern American youth
consider as " s l o w " those who mourn over the extravagancies of our civilization. Their minds are
charged like a battery with fresh ideals and they chafe
under the restraint of conservatism. The mental atmosphere of the race has had poured into it oceans of
high ideals along every conceivable line and all those
who are receptive are getting a new impetus in living.
Then take off the shackles of the past and glorify God
by filling your mind with the possibilities of the now
and here.
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FOURTH QUARTER

Lesson I. October 6.
JOSHUA, ISRAEL'S NEW LEADER. —Joshua I : I - I I .
GOLDEN T E X T — / will not fail thee, nor forsake
thee.— Joshua 1:5.
Joshua means " S a v i o r " or " h e l p e r . " Under
certain states of mind the I Am in man acquires greatly
added power. This power has its foundation in Spiritual understanding. T h e leadership of Moses was
given to Joshua because he had been under instruction
and had acquired a proficiency that enabled him to
perform with dispatch. W h e n Joshua took command
he notified the children of Israel that they would pass
over into the " Promised Land " in three days. This
promptness of action is the result of confidence and
power. W h e n we know the law of Spiritual- demonstration and have the courage to act, we are Joshua.
It is this state of mind that saves the whole mentality
from its errors and brings it to a consciousness of its
naturalinheritance in Being.
Courage is as contagious as fear and it can be imparted to every part of the consciousness through the
use of the word. W e often find ourselves quaking
with fear and trembling within without knowing why.
The cause is sub-conscious timidity. All the fearful
experiences we have ever passed through have left
their record upon the sensitive plate of the mind and
they are vibrating in our nerves in spite of the consciousness that there is nothing to fear. W e must
have help to overcome this inner storm, or the next
step, chronic nervousness, will ensue.
Nothing gives such courage and strength as the realization that the great God of the Universe is a spiritual presence that is constantly striving to impart to
man all of its powers. " This book of the law shall
not depart out of thy mouth, but thou shalt meditate
therein day and night, that thou mayest observe to do

""N
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according to all that is written therein; for then thou
shalt m a k e thy way prosperous, and then thou shalt
have g o o d success." This is a treatment for prosperity and will bring success to anyone who applies it
in thought and word.
" B e strong and of good courage; be not afraid,
neither be thou dismayed: for the Lord thy God is
with t h e e whithersoever thou goest." This promise
is to t h o s e who believe in the living God as an everpresent Father helping his children in every undertaking. The realization of this will make stout the
heart and purpose of the weakest man or woman and
nerve them to accomplish whatever they set out to do.
It is a truth.
Try it and prove it.

Lesson 2. October 13.
ISRAEL

ENTERS

THE

LAND
3:5-17

OF

PROMISE.—Joshua

GOLDEN TEXT—And he led them forth by the right way
that they might go to a city of habitation.— Psa. 107:7.
Right within the soul of everyone is a wonderful
realm of possibilities, latent and partly developed,
termed in Scripture the " Promised Land." Those
who live wholly in the outer or sense plane know but
little of this realm, although from it they draw all that
sustains the body as a physical thing.
When man has reached a certain point in experience— has had enough of sense consciousness--he
longs for something higher, and resolves to be free
from the bondage of fleshly sensations. This is the
first step toward the " Promised Land "— in Scripture
typified in the flight from Egypt.
But the " Promised Land " is not so easily possessed as we thought when we began the journey and
it sometimes requires all the diplomacy of our leader
(Moses, spiritual understanding) to keep us moving in
the right direction. W e want to return to the " flesh-
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pots " of Egypt, and we are afraid of the giant, Anak.
The way to keep right on going forward is illustrated
in this journey of the children of Israel.
The " priests " represent our faith in the power of
Spirit, and Joshua I AM. Jordan is the flood of negative, earthly, mortal thoughts that constantly flow
through the mind from Galilee, the head, to the Dead
Sea, the body.
Here is shown a way to stop this mortal thought
flow (Jordan) and let the thoughts (children of Israel)
go into the inner realms. The " A r k of the Coven a n t " is the consciousness of a God-promise, or intuitive knowledge, that man's real nature is spiritual.
This is the foundation of our faith (priests) and when
we put our most external understanding (soles of the
feet) in conjunction with this spiritual truth, mortal
thought stops its flow in the mind and another lot of
forces and thoughts are in evidence. W e become conscious of the " Promised L a n d . " The children of the
Real march right over into it.
The revelations that come to those who enter this
inner realm are various, no two alike, because of the
wide difference in the character of individuals. To
one it may seem a land flowing with milk and honey,
because of the good thoughts and deeds stored there
from previous bodily experiences, and to another
" w a l l e d cities" and " g i a n t s " loom u p . But I AM
Joshua, is always master of the situation whenever he
resorts to spiritual law — faith and trust in God.
W e should remember that it is not " blind faith "
that opens the way to the " P r o m i s e d L a n d , " but faith
working under the law. First convince yourself that
certain fundamental propositions are true. Rest the
soles of your spiritual feet upon this substantial
foundation, then command your thoughts to fall in line
with it, and you will enter a new land, a new world,
the very heavens will be opened to you and you will
know that all that the prophets have said is true.
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OBEDIENCE
CAN W E

TEACH O U R CHILDREN

THE LAW OF LOVE

AND PRACTICE U P O N T H E M A LAW OF R E V E N G E ?
BESSIE EVANS PETTINCER

Certain of us believe that all sorrow, sickness and
trouble are the outgrowth of but one cause — broken
law. W e may be the law breakers ourselves and suf• fer for our own blunders, but more often the sins of
the parents are visited upon the children, even to the
third and fourth generation. So much time and energy
must be utilized in healing, curing and overcoming
the mistakes of our forefathers, in going back, as it
were, that advancement is slow — like the pilgrims
going to Jerusalem, two steps forward and one step
back. If we are to save this backward step in our
soul's advancement is it not of vital importance that
we of the New Thought should study the art of parenthood? For it is an art and no man or woman who
is not willing to so consider it should undertake the
task of child raising.
Now broken law is disobedience, and if all of our
troubles arise from this cause, then obedience is the
first and most important lesson to teach the child.
Good and sincere people often make the poorest kind
of parents through their ignorance " to be good is not
to be right," and children are taught to break laws for
which they and their children after them suffer. W e
can do all things, even to overcoming the sins of our
ancestors, in the Silence, but " overcoming;" while it
has it advantages, is the backward step on our journey
to the city of our Desires, and does for us what it did
for the pilgrims, teaches us patience but retards our
progress. How carefully, then, should we study the
needs of our children and give time and thought
and patient service in their behalf!
Undesirable
habits are taught children by the very one who would
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guard them from harm with her own life
the mother.
T h e mother, rocking her baby to sleep, stilling its
fretful cry, is very pretty in poetry, but in reality she.
is instilling into its small mind the first idea of rebellion against her authority and robbing it of the
God-given life plan of self-decision. This lesson in
rebellion is gone over a couple of times every day
until the habit is firmly installed and the child " just
won't go to sleep."
The very first lesson in obedience is to teach the
child to go to sleep by himself. This simple little
lesson, unimportant as it may seem, lays the foundation for an obedient child; it teaches him self-control,
reliance upon himself, the habit of repose, leaves no
cause for insomnia later in life, frees him from twitching nerves and removes the idea of rebellion. If the
child has not been taught to go to sleep by himself at
the beginning it will be hard to start in, but a bad
habit is better broken up than allowed to run its
course, for we reap what has been sown, and the harvest is sure,
Punishment is the most serious question affecting
child life, and wise indeed should be the person who
attempts the punishment of a child, ifow few parents
realize that their child's misbehavior is a direct result of
their own misguided, though well-meant, punishment!
To be just, punishment must bear directly upon t h e
offense. It is as foolish to tell a boy if he goes in
swimming he will be whipped as it is to tell him if
he plays with fire he will be drowned; it is not cause
and effect. To send a boy supperless to bed because
he played on his way home from school may teach
him to st'-al from the pantry and lie to his mother
the next morning about it, but it will not lessen his
pleasure in playing at a forbidden timer; it is not
cause and effect.
Clause and effect are held together like links in a
chain — the offense is the cause and the punishment
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is the effect; punishment in its turn becomes the
cause and it is for the parent to think carefully what
the effect will be before administering the punishment.
A little girl showed her mother a tear in her dress
and received a box on her ears and a scoHing. T h e
next day she tore her apron and, having learned the
result of confession, she hid the torn garment in the
bottom of the laundry bag a n a w h e n the clothes came
home she said she knew nothing of the tear and the
blame rested upon the innocent wash woman; the
child had received her first lesson of deceit.
The boy whose father told him if he was whipped
at school he shouldn't come home and tell about it or
he would be whipped again, grew sullen and unmanageable, lost sympathy with his family, ran away
from home at fourteen arid was an inmate of the s t a t e
prison at twenty.
T h e child should be taught that wrong brings its
own natural punishment. If he is careless with fire
he will be burned. If he goes in deep water before
he learns to swim he will be drowned. If he lies people will learn he is untruthful and will disbelieve him
w h e n he speaks the truth; if he steals people will b e
distrustful of him and he will not succeed in his lawful undertakings; if he is impudent or uses coarse
l a n g u a g e he will be considered ill-bred and unrefined
a n d people will shun his society; if fie quarrels he
will lose his friends — and so on, for each cause has
its effect. Teach him the justice of God's laws and
t h e y will no longer appear to him in the form of rev e n g e . Refrain from punishment, leave that for a
H i g h e r Judge, and let the law of Love, strong, firm,
forceful, rule your children.
C a n this be done? Yes, it can and has been, the
p r i n c i p l e worked upon being, " If ye love me, ye will
k e e p m y commandments," and the man or woman who
c a n n o t win the love of a little child fails to understand
t h e f i r s t principles of child nature and had best leave
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the delicate art of training children to those fitted for
that work. In all the world of English literature the
man who seemed to love and understand children
above all other writers, who has reached the better
part of men's hearts through his Little Nell, David
Copperfield, Florence Domby and many, many other
hildren, says:
" The twig is so easily bended,
I have banished the rule and the rod,
I have taught them the goodness of knowledge,
They have taught me the goodness of God.
My heart is a dungeon of darkness,
Where 1 shut them from breaking a rule,
My frown is sufficient correction,
My love is the law of the school."

PERFECT

MOTHERHOOD.

I have always held a grudge against that old tradition of woman's curse through Eve, and was very
successful in proving its falsehood in the birth of my
youngest son. I have ever since been glad to help deliver motherhood from its shadow as much as possible.
Taking Mary for the ideal mother, we find a blessing instead of a curse put-upon motherhood. She
declared the little life forming under her heart was of
God, and her song of rejoicing went forth: " My soul
doth magnify the L o r d . "
She magnified the Lord in her mind and thought
until she brought forth in joy and gladness a child
without spot or blemish, unto whom was given the
Scepter of Dominion. Mary is the type of motherhood that brings forth our saviors. L e t a prospective mother take up the Mary-thought, declaring for
the coming child its divine paientage, and k e e p her
mind filled with ideals of beauty, and her m o u t h with
songs of praise, and there will no trail of the serpent
be found in her experience. When the t i m e comesi
for the bringing forth of her Divine Idea, t h e r e will ba
joy and gladness instead of pain and sorrow, a n d the
world will be enriched through the coming of a perfect
soul.— MYRTLE FILLMORE.
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But I certify you brethren that the gospel which was preached of rue is
not after man.
For I neither received it from man. neither was I taught it but by the
-relation of Jesus Christ.— Gallatians t :n-i2. (Rotherham's translation.)

DEAR READER — As today, June 12, 1907, is the

anniversary of my sixty-ninth birthday in this particular manifestation in the fleshly consciousness of embodiment, I am deeply impressed with the idea of
writing you somewhat along the line of Divine Science.
My present appearance is that of a boy about sixteen, so they tell me. One thing I do know and am
conscious of, and that is, I always existed. Life is
not resurrected from death and mortality, for Life is
God and cannot die; but our appearance in the process of evolution or awakening into the consciousness
of the allness of Life or Divine Mind changes as
was manifest in Jesus Christ. When he appeared to
Mary the Magdalene, she did not recognize him until
he made himself known to her in his voice; that is
the only way we can recognize him today. W e are
too prone to be led to judge by the appearance of the
m a n — m a l e or female, instead of the Christ Spirit
manifest to us by, or, as some say, through such and
such a person. The Mind or Spirit of a person is all
there is of him or her.
T h e disciples, students of Jesus, never knew him
when he appeared to them. H e always had to make
himself known by some sign.
Life is the Omnipresent God, and is one God because it cannot be divided into finite beings. Life is
not, neither can it be, limited. The sense of limitation is induced by man's misinterpretation of sense
testimony.
According to the degree that we awaken to the
Christ consciousness, the testimony of the sense of
substance and Life apart from the One Omnipresent
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God is corrected, and we realize that God is the substance of our body and of the Universe. In this
understanding and consciousness the resurrection and
the appearing and disappearing of Jesus Christ to his
students took place.
It is in this consciousness only that true healing
can be accomplished. T h e consciousness that is
sense bound does not understand it and many times repudiates the idea of Divine healing.
Life is God and cannot be limited to formation.
T h e intellect is the offspring of sense consciousness
a n d must be born again — which means spiritual awakening. The intellectual interpretation of the Scriptures teach that man dies, and the immortal principle,
or soul, is resurrected from death and mortality,
thereby affirming that Life dies and comes to Life
again, thus theorizing that Life or Spirit is born of matter and has a resurrection from its material source.
Listen! It is the death of the false idea of Life
a n d substance and intelligence that reveals man as
not a mortal, but an immortal expression of the Omnipresent and Omnipotent God. Erroneous belief
in regard to Life and substance is a thing of sense induction (the serpent in the beginning), and causes
the mesmeric influences of existence — the belief in
birth and death of corporeal, physical personalities,
which come and go like snowflakes; consequently the
cradle and the coffin are twins.
The belief in corporeal birth of God in manifestation results in the death of that which you say is born,
a n d this is all the result of the mistaken sense of Life
and substance. God is the Father-Mother, Life
and substance of all that is related to him; therefore
indestructible.
The false sense of Life and substance induces a
false consciousness of it, and it is in that dream consciousness that all inharmony exists — it is " Because
the mind of the flesh is enmity against God; for it is
\
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not subject to the law of God, neither indeed can it
b e . " — Romans 8:7. St. Paul also says, " Have the
same mind in you that was in Christ Jesus, who being in the form of God thought it not robbery to be
equal with G o d . " Thus it looks reasonable, does it
not, if you have not the same mind in you that was in
Christ Jesus, you are not in your right mind; that you
have an insane, illusive consciousness of existence?
Your environment and circumstances are the results
of your own, your grandparents, and the race beliefs
in the false sense consciousness of Life and substance
as the real. The only way you can experience freedom is to make a funeral pile of the whole batch;
then the Christ Spirit can, and will, come in and consume it.
Jesus Christ said this was necessary: " D o this,
then come! follow me," and the me he referred to was
not the form or body they called him. It was the
Christ — the Spirit of Truth that affirmed itself as me,
and would teach us all things and give us freedom
from the illusive consciousness of existence.
The consciousness of material existence with all
its pains and pleasures, joys and sorrows, is no more
true of us in our waking dream than it is in our sleeping dream. Jesus Christ demonstrated the real consciousness of existence, and he said, " Follow m e . "
T h i s me is the Spirit of Truth instead of a historical
man that he, the Spirit of Truth, consumed and vanished out of the dream of the sense-illusive consciousness of his disciples.
Life is the substance of the universe of God's
creation, and creation exists in mind or Life and not
mind or*Life in creatiorl. Creation is Life and mind
expressed or manifest, therefore the body has no Life
to l o s e . All we lose is the false sense of Life and subs t a n c e ; therefore the lie in the beginning is the father
of l i e s , and I can say with St. Paul as recorded in
R o m a n s , third chapter, " But if the truth of God
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through my lie abounded unto his glory, why am I
also still judged as a sinner."
Also Romans 4:4-7, " N o w to him that worketh,
the reward is not reckoned as of grace, but as of debt.
But to him that worketh not, but believeth on him
that justifieth the ungodly, his faith is reckoned for
righteousness.
Even as David also pronounceth
blessing upon the man, unto whom God reckoneth
righteousness apart from works, saying, Blessed are
they whose iniquities are forgiven, and whose sins are
covered."
St. Paul was in conflict with the Jesus in regard
to circumcision, trying to convince them of the falsity
of their idea of circumcision of the flesh. Paul had
awakened to the consciousness of circumcision of the
heart from all fleshly-carnal claims, fleshly ties that
stand between us and Divinity. In the degree of our
awakening to the Christ, we are born into the higher
consciousness of existence and no longer seek our own
selfish ends, but seek our neighbor's interests and
welfare as our own. Jesus Christ gave this as the
first and great command, " Hear! O Israel! (Prince
of G o d ) . The Lord thy God is one Lord. Thou
shalt love the Lord thy God with thy whole mind, soul
and strength." And the second, like unto it, is this,
" Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself." It looks
reasonable does it not, that as the Lord is Spirit, it is
the Self of all? Therefore we must consider our neighbor as ourself.
The Lord God is Omnipresent Life and is not an
insubstantial inhabitant of matter. The immortal
man is not resurrected from the mortal, for as w e
awaken to the consciousness of immortality we lose
our consciousness of the material sense of Life a n d
substance and realize freedom from all laws b a s e d
upon the material sense of substance. God is not the
creator of a temporary and false sense-consciousness'
of existence. Truth cannot be the author of a lie;
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m a n , the dreamer, charged the lie to the Lord, and
man paid, and is still paying the penalty for it; but
the Christ is inherent in every man and will awaken
him out of the lie. This material sense of Life and
substance is as a sleeping dream. W h o dares or can
dispute that the dream is mortal mind and not the
dreamer? Therefore as we read, " W a k e , O man!
and put on the whole armour of righteousness," in
other words, " have the same mind in you that was in
Christ J e s u s . "
T h a t which God is conscious of, or, in other words,
that which is in Divine mind is eternal; therefore a
mistaken, sinful sense of existence is neither in nor of
the Divine mind, and God did not foreknow evil.
The theory that God foreknew evil and is conscious of
all the inharmony in the universe is a postulation of
the human mind, the old Jewish idea of a corporeal God.
Genesis and the other old writings are a correct
history of man's false sense of existence, the record
of the warfare of the material sense of Life and substance against the Christ or Truth of existence. T h e
conflict is all in the erroneous consciousness of existence and not in the Christ-mind or consciousness.
The Christ-mind is always harmonious and eternal, and
as we awaken to it we realize freedom from error and
all its claims in regard to material laws and the results of breaking them. The consciousness of mortality is only destroyed by awakening out of it into the
consciousness of immortality. T h e road to heaven —
harmony — is out of the false sense of substance into
the understanding and consciousness of mind as the
Creator and substance of self and the universe.
There is no God — no Divinity in the material
sense of substance. The wonderful demonstrations
that are witnessed are the result of the understanding
and consciousness of the Omnipresence, or allness of
Life — Divine mind. Yours in the Spirit of Life,
Truth and Love,

W I L S O N PLATT.
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It is found that when many people hold the same thought
there is unity, though they may be separated by thousands of
miles, and that all who are connected with that unity are in
touch with higher spiritual states, even Jesus Christ.
So there has gradually grown up this Society of Silent Unity,
in which thousands in all parts of the world join every night at
9:00 o'clock, in thinking for a few moments one thought, which is
given each month in the magizine U N I T Y . This we call the
"Class Thought," and every member is expected to hold it at
least five minutes at the beginning of the silence, in order to
make the unity connection; after which, " Ask whatye will in my
name, and it shall be done unto you."
Certificates of membership are issued without charge to those
who make personal written application for them. T o meet expenses, we ask members to send us free-will offerings, as no
charge is made for any service we render.
This society has been in existence about fifteen years, and
has over 15,000 registered members. Through its ministry thousands have been healed mentally and physically, and its p o w er
grows stronger day by day. T h e silent hour is 9:00 p. M., your
local time. Geographical difference in time is not a factor in
spiritual unity.
Beginners usually have a great many questions to ask, and
they require a course of lessons and reading. T o such we recommend the "Lessons in T r u t h , " b y H. Emilie Cady; paper, 50c.
U N I T Y is published monthly, and contains a large amount of
instruction. The price of it is $1.00 per year. Where members
take U N I T Y and the " Cady Lessons" together, we make a rate of
t i . 3 5 for both.
T h e simple written request to be enrolled a member of the
Silent Unity Society is all that is required to join with us.
Address, SOCIETY OF S I L E N T

UNITY,

Unity Bldg., 913 Tracy Avenue, Kansas City, Mo.
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CLASS

THOUGHT

[Held daily at 9 p. m.l
SEPTEMBER 2 0 T H TO OCTOBER

20TH

/ am strengthened with all might by the
power of the Spirit in the inner man.
PROSPERITY

THOUGHT

[Held daily at 12 m.]

/ continually praise and bless thee, Spirit
of Plenty, and thy unfailing bounty is now
poured out upon me.

H E L P F U L T H O U G H T S FROM L E T T E R S
W R I T T E N TO S I L E N T UNITY
Last month we selected from letters written to us
a number of good statements showing growth in
spiritual understanding on the part of the writers.
This month a few more of these good extracts are
given. May they be light to many.
I h a ve often thought that if everyone receiving benefit
t h r o u g h y o u r Society, would every day, or if not every day, as
often as possible, send a prosperity thought filled with love and
blessings, the result of such concerted thought ought to be wond e r f u l . I t seems to m e it ought to bring into manifestation an
a b u n d a n c e in your behalf
Not ihat I m e a n this to take the place
of m a t e r i a l giving, or r a t h e r s p i r i t u al a b u n d a n c e in manifestation.
( I d o n ' t like that t e r m , " m a t e r i a l g i v i n g " ) . I think we should
give it when it is m a d e manifest with us, and wt-en it isn't give it
i n thought
Anothe r thing is that if everyone w>uld enclose a
few s t a m p s when writing, it ought to p a y a goodly s h a r e of your
p o s t a g e , and nearly everyone could do that m u c h .
M a n y t h a n k s for the copies of SIGNS THAT F O L L O W . W i l l
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send a little donation; do not feel that I can subscriber just now,
bu,t will send for them occasionally, for I do enjoy reading the
testimonials. It gives me courage to read of the success of others
along this line of work.— M. R.
I have so learned to put myself in harmony with my duties
and daily tasks that they are no longer a burden. The strongest
revelation that has come to me is the indwelling presence of my
Lord and my God. Whenever the thought comes to me, there is
a wave of thankfulness through my entire body.— Mrs. C. O. R.
My faith is strong that Spirit is setting in order all the
events of our lives.— M. Q.
I want to thank you for the encouraging letter you sent me,
and for the "Meditations" by E. L. C. They have helped me
very much. I took the healing statement, " I know; I do," at
once and have added this to it:
" Thou art, and I am." " I know, and I do." " I have, and
I use."
I was in a place where I hardly knew where to step or how,
and there was food needed, and my house money had simply vanished. I just stood still and the thought flashed into my mind:
"Because thou art, I am, therefore I know what to do, and how
to do it; and because thou and I are one, and there is neither
apartness nor separation, then all things are mine, and my own
will come to me." So I affirm:
"Thou art, I AM." " I know, I do." " I have, I use."
My sister asked me if we did not need some more house
money, and we received a letter from brother with a check to
pay up his account. Wasn't that a direct answer and manifestation?—A. S.
I felt that God was in our midst. I talked to him face to
face, and I am so rejoiced to tell you that he drew me nearer,
closer to him till I could see and feel that I was a spiritual soul
dwelling in the tabernacle of the Most High God. Then it was
I saw how I was an heir with Jesus Christ, and the master had
become the servant.
Surely the Lord has a work for me to do, else why should I
be filled with wisdom and understanding, and blessed with the
ever-present.consciousness that I am Spirit and dwell in God's
Temple. I see and feel and know that he is Love, Truth and
Wisdom for which I have searched so long. I cannot express in
words my joy at seeing him everywhere in all people and in all
things.
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This recent sickness of H.'s has been the means of me receiving such an understanding and hope and faith. I said to him
over and over in my mind, " Come out of him, bringing out all
unrighteousness in him, all inharmony and discord, either in
thought, word or deed. Cleanse thy temple, O God, of all ungodliness, and fill him full of thy spiritual blessings." I trust
you will join with me in the prayer, or assertion rather, that God
has purged H. from all unrighteousness, and filled h'm full of
his love, wisdom, ability, industry and power to io.— Mrs. D.
B. B.
I must ask your help longer, but have learned that I must not
limit God's power by saying "Please treat me another month." It
came to me so plainly not long ago as I was coming to work, that
I had put a limit on the Spirit. You remember I said last month
I thought prosperity was just hinged on one thing, and would come
soon. I realize that I should just leave the conditions and times
with God. —J. H. C.
And so it proves again to me that the Kingdom of God is Om"
nipresent, ever working to become established first in consciousness, then IB the outer world.— B. D.
I have almost come to the conclusion that this experience is
for the purpose of pulling me out of a certain rut, and preparing a
more harmonious condition for me. Only through such powerful,
yet unseen forces may salvation be accomplished.— J. F. G.
Sometimes I have such a realization of God's love, (of the
need of it, I mean.) that I feel like the plants do (or seem to) when
they are parching for rain, and my whole heart seems to cry out
for more love — Divine Love. I no longer beg in the manner I
used to for human love. It is the Divine that I wish so very much,
and it is coming to me, I am sure. — J. F. R.
I said to myself when I wrote you first, " I cannot expect to be
healed at once, it will take time, and I must be patient and wait."
But I have been thinking it was not the right thing to do to limit
the Power of God as I have done. — A. J. C.
I am getting along so much better, and I am more at rest since
I know God is not so far away as I have thought. He is really
nearer to me than any living being, and I feel so thankful to know
I am not alone. I feel like I wanted to go and tell everybody
\vh2re they can find God our Father, for there are so many like I
was. who think he is so far away. — Mrs. M. A.
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How can we forgive when there is no repentance?
is
the cause of my embarassed condition, causing deprivation for me
and my aged parents. To forgive such an one would be an encouragement to repeat the offense, it seems to me.— H. T.

There is a tendency in mortal mind to argue
and reason about the laws of God, and about all
Truth, but no one has ever yet arrived at the Truth in
this way. " He that doeth Truth cometh to the light."
Obedience to the Truth is the way to understanding.
Doing the Trut h proves it.
Forgiveness as taught by Jesus Christ is not a
theory, but a statement of law. Man has free will and
may violate the Divine Law if he wishes, but if he
does so, he must endure the consequences. The only
true way to deal with an offending brother is to measure right up to the law and freely forgive him.. This
will fulfill the law, and leave no room for doubts or
questionings about it.
In Spirit there is no such thing as deprivation or
lack, and if the experience which requires forgiveness
has been the means of revealing the error thought of
lack, blessed be the experience.
Forgive, affirm the abundance of Spirit, and be at
peace.— E . L . C.
GOOD NEWS TO THE SICK

Preach the kingdom of God, and heal the sick.
Luke 9:2.
They shall lay hands on the sick, and they shall
recover. Mark 16:18.
1 he prayer of faith shall save the sick. J a s . 5:15.
The works that I do shall the believer do a l s o .
John 14:12.
All things are possible to him that b e l i e v e t h .
Mark 9:23.
Whosoever shall not doubt in his heart, but s h a l l
believe that what he saith cometh to pass, h e s h a l l
have it. Mark 11:23.
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QUESTIONS

JENNIE H. CROFT
264. W e are taught in the Bible that we must reap what we
sow. I believe it, but someone said to me, " H e r e is my brother,
he has always lived a good life and never did anybody any harm.
He broke his leg and the doctors failed to set it rightly, and he
has been a cripple ever since. H e finds it hard work to make a
living for his family, and they suffer with him. Now, as far as I
can see, he has not sown anything to reap that misfortune. Then,
there is Jesus and the Maid of Orleans, and hosts of other martyrs.
What did they sow but good seed? Yet, they reaped the opposite.
Many parents live good lives and train their children to live good
lives, still, the children turn out bad. Where does the parents'
reward come in for reaping what they have sown?—J. P.

The law that "Whatsoever a man soweth that shall
he also r e a p " is as unalterable as the laws of the
Medes and Persians, and more so. One may live an
exemplary life, doing nothing but good to all, and yet
he may hold certain thoughts and ideas which are as
seed to bring forth a harvest in kind. If he believes
in accidents or has any fear of disaster, he is opening
t h e channels through which accident may come to
h i m . H e may believe in hard times, in poverty and
l a c k , and thus attract those conditions to him, for,
" A s a man thinketh, so is h e . " W e are continuing
in t h e sin of our first parents and partaking of the
k n o w l e d g e of good and'evil through the dual thoughts
w e entertain, hence all the sorrows of the race.
W h e n the eye (perception) is single to the good
o n l y , then will the whole man be full of light. W e
m u s t not hold a thought of anything but the perf e c t a n d the whole if we would have perfection and
w h o l e n e s s manifest in our lives, for crippled thoughts
w i l l produce crippled conditions. But here again is
t h e r e opportunity to sow the good seed which will prod u c e a harvest of good. Let the cripple use his Godg i v e n ability to change his condition, and throagh his
f / i o u g h t build into his mind and then into his body the
c e l l s of health and strength. He must have absolute
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faith in the supply which is in the universal storehouse, and then send forth his demand expecting it to
be satisfied. This is the seed which will bring forth
the harvest according to desire. Every thought of
violence which is held in mind will bring back violence
in-return. Jesus was violent in his denunciations and
in his actions at times, as, when with whips he drove
out the money changers from the Temple, and he met
with like treatment at the hands of his persecutors.
The thoughts of the Maid of Orleans were of war, fighting and killing in order to accomplish her purpose,
and she reaped the result.
Parents seek to t r a i n
'their children to lives of goodness and truth, setting
them a good example in their own lives, and yet, it is
the tendencies which they themselves have transmitted to their children which may cause the wrong d o i n g .
The parents may be ignorant of the fact that the fault
is within themselves, but there is no other way p o s s i ble for the traits to appear in the child except by
transmission through the parents. The cultivation of
correct mental as well as physical conditions before
conception takes place should be carefully considered
by the would-be parent.
265. You advise that those who do not wish to be a party to
the killing of chickens should stop raising them. In New England
among the farmers, the chicken industry is usually the woman's
branch, and often she depends largely upon that for the money
she has to clothe herself and children aside from the most necessary wearing apparel. To live on a farm and buy one's eggs
would seem absurd to most farmers. Aside from the male chickens, the hens must be changed from year to year and the pullets
kept, or they cease to lay eggs enough to pay for feeding t h e m
Since this is the case even buying one's eggs might be called b e i n g a
party to it, since someone has attended to the killing and reproducing
So this becomes an intricate question. It is the same in other m a t t e r s
along this line. For instance, mother and I take boarders.
It is
our business, our visible means of support. We care little for
meat and realize that all the appetite we have for it comes from
ancestral habit. But we cook and serve meats. We cannot set a
table for boarders without. Blest be all the awakening consciences in the land and all their leaders, but should w e not be
careful not to seem fanatical? I would suggest that the f a r m e r s '
wives who do not like to kill, raise their poultry and sell that
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which must be killed to those who will be guiltless in doing it,
because they are unawakened. Even this is a sacrifice to poultry
raisers, as there is more money made in selling them dressed for
market. Please give us more light.— E. B.
W e give this letter almost in full, for it touches on
many very practical questions, and we trust that this
discussion will help in awakening to action many who
have never given the matter serious thought. W e do
not wish to seem fanatical, but if we have a principle
we must stand by it. There should be that liberty
among all classes which permits an individual to live
according to the law of love, and this law prohibits
killing. If the farmers and their wives were convinced
that all killing was contrary to the law of Good (God),
there would be some way devised whereby the wife's
income would be assured outside of raising chickens
for market. They would find a way if they would not
temporize with wrong. Since writing the answer to
question number 261 in July UNITY; to which this
question refers, some information relative to the subject has reached us which may be a way out of the
difficulty, and is worth a trial. One of our readers
vouches for the efficacy of the following plan: If you
wish to raise hens only, when setting the eggs choose
only those which are oval in shape. Avoid the long,
slim eggs, for roosters will hatch from them. Eggs
that are spherical in shape should never be set, as
they are neuter and are of no use where the chickens
are not to be killed. The American inventive mind
would devise some way of causing the hens to lay eggs
even if they were old, and if the mind was set upon
it, a way would be found out of the difficulty of disposing of the old fowls without killing. As to keeping boarders where meat does not appear upon the
bill of fare, or where animal fat is never used in cooking, we invite you to visit Unity Inn and see its success. The facilities of the dining room had to be increased to accommodate the constantly increasing
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number who want vegetarian diet. A good vegetarian
boarding house would pay well in any community.
266. Will you give an explanation of the parable of the ' 'Unjust Steward," especially the words: " And the Master commended him in that he had done wisely?"—MRS. K. S. M C .

In "Answers to Questions '' in UNITY for September, 1904, this question was answered, and we will
quote:
" T h e Lord commended his servant, not for injustice, but for the wisdom he displayed in dealing
with untoward circumstances that he might bring
good out of them. The interpretation of the parable
and its teaching is this: Man has within himself
faculties and energies which he has misdirected and
wasted. H e finally awakes to the realization of his
state and would redeem himself, that his. Lord, the
higher spiritual consciousness, might approve. Then,
with the same virility with which he executed his degeneration does he set to work to accomplish his regeneration, not expecting, like some extremists in the New
Thought, that Spirit will do it all for him. H e makes
friends with the riches (mammon) of these energies
which have been expended unrighteou ly, and thus
builds for himself an age-lasting habitation wherein
the whole man abides after the sense man has failed."
It is as though a man had made a bankrupt of himself and was brought face to face with his extremity.
He knew that each faculty and power within himself
owed to the I AM a debt of righteous service, and he
took each one and asked himself how much remaining
force there was which could be used to rehabilitate
himself. He found one with at least half of its power
left; another with two-fifths of its strength remaining,
and he presented these energies to his Lord as assets
from his wrecked life with which he knew he could
redeem himself. Of course, this resolute action merits
the commendation of the Lord, for it is a move in the
right direction toward Salvation.
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DELICIOUS

COFFEE

" I s coffee injurious? " " No, but there is a s t r o n g r a c e belief
that it is, a n d therefore we roust o v e r c o me that belief if we would
have no evil effects from drinking the b e v e r a g e . "

The above expresses the view that most metaphysicians take in regard to the coffee question, and
the argument is right as far as it goes, but is not the
desire for coffee and its stimulating effect a strong
race belief also? It seems to us that it is a very
round-about way to attain mastery of self for one to
give up to a race belief and indu'ge in a stimulant
which contains no food value, and then treat himself
that the race belief of effect can have no power over
him. W h y not deny the cause and be free? The
above may apply to pepper and alcoholic drinks as
well as coffee.
VEGETARIAN

RECEIPTS '

BY MRS. WALMSLEY

Green Beans:
After removing strings, etc.. place in hot w a t e r , cook
until well done, season with salt and p e p p e r . Boil down until t h e r e is very
little w a t e r -and add several large spoonfuls of cooking oil, a short time before
removing from the fire.
Satisfy or Oyster Plant:
Scrape and slice, boil until quite tender, season with salt, pepper and b u t t e j ; thicken with flour mixed with water.
Salsify Fried: Slice,boil until t e n d e r but not soft; drain, dip into egg and
then into c r a c k e r c r u m b s ; fry brown in cooking oil.
Fried Onions:
Fry brown in cooking oil, add spoonful of flour, stir well
and add hot water to m a k e of the consistency of thickened gravy.
Cauliflower:
T r i m off all the green part, also most of the s t a l k ; boil
about an hour, season with salt and pepper, let the water boil down quite low;
when done remove to dish, add butter (if perferred 1 to small quantity of
liquor in which it was b o i l e d ; when butter is melted pour over cauliflower.
Fruit Salad:
Slice one pineapple and several oranges, mix together.
a d d juice of one lemon and sugar to m a k e sufficiently s w e e t : should stand in
refrigerator several hours before serving.
To cook Spinach:
Spinach is very difficult to cleanse properly, as it is
usually grown in sandy soil. It should be taken through water a n u m b e r of
t i m e s . Boil in water to which salt has been a d d e d ; when quite t e n d e r d r a i n .
add b u t t e r or cooking oil, mix thoroughly and serve hot. Lemon juice may
b e a d d e d to advantage.
Gravcy tvith Cooking-Oil: T h i c k e n e d gravy can be m a d e with cooking
oil. After the oil becomes hot, add flour, stirring until b r o w n : add hot water
until of desired consistency. Season with salt and pepper.
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COMMEMORATING T H E

LAYING OF T H E

CORNER

STONE

D E D I C A T I O N O F U N I T Y B U I L D I N G . A U G U S T 22,

AND

THE

1907.

E v e r y m e m b e r of the Unity Family, w h e t h e r in the home city
or a b r o a d in the land, will be interested in the r e p o r t of the proceedings of the celebration of the first anniversary of the dedication of the building, and in learning of the prosperity w h i c h has
attended every b r a n c h of the work at Unity H e a d q u a r t e r s .
T h e r e is rejoicing in every h e a r t over the evidences of the blessing which is being continually p o u r e d out upon this C e n t e r , and
Unity's children a r e a unit in gratitude and thanksgiving for this
great good. T h e following is a condensed report:
AFTERNOON SESSION, 3 O'CLOCK.

Song by congregation: " G l o r y to God. 1 '
Mr. W . G. Haseltine, presiding officer, in opening the session
said: " I am going to ask Mr. Fillmore to give us a thought to
take with us into the Silence, by which we may c o m m e m o r a t e the
dedication of this building to G o d . "
Mr. F i l l m o r e :
God is the e v e r y w h e r e present, invisible to mortal eyes, intelligence a n d life, and yet we, every one of us, have a c a p a c ity for making God visible.
T h a t capacity is the innate, intuitive knowledge of the soul expressed in thought a n d word,
that there is a living, indwelling, everj where-present God. T h e
original and only temple of God is the body temple. Man builds
temples of brick and stone — God builds the body temples. So, as
the offspring of God, our first object in life should be to co-operate in building a temple. At the same time we should recognize
the beauty of all other temples, and it is found by e x p e r i e n c e that
when we hold to a certain thought of perfection that thought goes
forth and does a double d u t y — i t not only makes the body temple
beautiful, but it d r a w s about us ideas that perfect themselves in
the outer material temple
So let us take that broad thought which
will do double duty. Let us hold that this is a temple of the living
God. Let this b e our Silent thought: " T h i s is the temple of the
living G o d . "
Song by Congregation: " T r u e F r e e d o m . "
Mrs. Marion Austin D r a k e was then introduced, who spoke
as follows, taking as her subject, " Unity T e m p l e : "
In unity there is strength. It is the power of L o v e which
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animates all of. these consecrated workers that has brought Unity
Building into manifestation. Upon the wall here is written the
word which is the keynote of the situation — LOVE. Love is the
most beautiful thing in the world, and it becomes a beautiful
power when it is written on the heart. We realize that we are
co-workers with omnipresent Love, and that the beautiful temple
in which we are sitting today — Unity Temple — is the result of
this co-operation. One year ago the walls were bare and white,
now look at the harmonious colors blended so beautifully by the
hands of loving workers.
There is a temple not built with hands, one that is builded
without the sound of hammer. That temple is the home of the I
AM within each one. Oh; that dear Self, that righteous Self. Do
we love to abide with this true Self which presents to us the
life more abundant? If so, we are co-workers with the great universal Good, we are bringing forth the kingdom and creating the
new heaven and the new earth. Let us seek earnestly for the
consciousness of this indwelling Presence that is building so beautifully when we acknowledge it in all our ways.
It is for you and me, dear ones, to go on in this good work,
aiding this Society in its good and true work. There is a greater
and better work to follow, and I say to our brothers here, and to
the members of Unity Society, that this is only a stepping-stone to
what is to come. There is to be a larger building which will hold
greater numbers of God's children, and we should work faithfully
and earnestly and give freely of our best if we would be coworkers with God to this end. Sweet peace be with with you till
we meet again one year from today.
Song: " T h e Never Failing Source."
Address by Charles Fillmore; Mr. Fillmore said in part;
This building is dedicated to the worship of Divine Mind.
Divine Mind has its substance side. All the substance that we
see is the manifestation of the Substance Idea in. Divine Mind,
and every thought that we have impregnates this universal substance. So it makes a mighty difference what kind of thoughts
and words we set free in the building we occupy. We should
use our highest wisdom in speaking and thinking in this temple,
and the more words of truth we speak and think here the better
place it becomes for the manifestation of Divine Mind. We can
so charge the invisible substance of this room that every one who
comes into it will immediately feel and know that it is the very
house of God. Now let us again dedicate this building as the
house of God. It is the house of God. You say that this is just
stone, brick or iron; but if man, through his thought, produces
'conditions, don't you see that we can change all that? We can
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transform, through our speaking and thinking, this seeming materiality into whatever we proclaim for it, so it is good for us - to begin
with this statement, " T h i s is the house of G o d . "
W h e n two or three a r e .gathered together in this Divine Law
what a wonderful increase of this great power there is! T h a t is
why Jesus said, " When two or three are gathered together in my
name, there am I in the midst of t h e m . " If two of you shall agree
upon any one thing, in his name, it shall be brought to pass.
Let us all say now, with the understanding of this truth,
"This
is the house of G o d , " (in concert three times a u d i b l y — t h e n hold •
in the silence.)
T h a t is a good beginning. T h e Lord must be in this house.
T h e Lord is in this house. His presence h e r e is visible to all
those who believe in him. T h a t is a t r u e statement. God's
presence, the t r u e presence of the one Divine Mind, is visible to
the spiritual man. T h i s visibility is of the Spirit, "this
is the
very house of God, and I knozu it."
T h i s house is dedicated to the God of Jesus, of P a u l , of t h e
Apostles, the God-inspired of all the ages. God is life, the omnipresent intelligence and he shall be always present. W e proclaim
it h e r e until the very air vibrates with it. God is t h e s u p r e m e
loving F a t h e r . W e dedicate this house to T h e e and thy expression, divine man; b r i n g him forth after thy image and likeness,
make him manifest in thy thought and through thy thought into
visibility.
In the unity of the Spirit we with one accord ente r into t h e
dedication of this temple made with hands, and also the temple
within, which is made without the sound of h a m m e r , which is
made by the invisible God.
As c h i l d r en of the most H i g h we a r e thankful for this illumination, for this understandin g of the presence of Infinite Mind
manifest w h e r e v e r proclaimed. W e a r e thankful that we know
how to make God visible, and God is henceforth visible. M o r e
and more of the Divine Goodness is going out from o u r midst a n d
we a r e now established in a consciousness of God-Substance,
both within and without.
Piano Solo, Miss C a r r i e Mills.
Address by Judge H. H . Benson:
It is said that this is to be a Jubilee, and that we w e r e to t a l k
about prosperity. I see a beautiful blending of these two w o r d s.
T o me the word jubilee c a r r i e s with it an atmosphere as of blowing of trumpets and the shouts of men and women. Under t h e
Old Mosaic law there was a regularly appointed year of J u b i l e e ,
when all debts w e r e forgiven, all prisoners set free, and the s o n s
and d a u g h t e r s of the people went home to c e l e b r a t e this f r e e d o m "
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with all their kith and kin. Are we in bondage to fear, especially
the fear of poverty? Then this is our year of Jubilee, and we
should declare this our day of Jubilee.
True prosperity is at the center of our being, and when we
learn the science of living and establish the kingdom of peace and
love within, we will be able, according to the law which Mr.
Fillmore has laid down here, to demonstrate plenty in every condition of life. This Unity Temple is an illustration of this law.
When you hear the reports you will be astonished to see how a
law, when put into expression and held to, will work out into
manifestation. Here is the law: W e do not have to beg, for by
begging we drive things from us. W e can come into that consciousness of divine plenty where all things will be added Unto
us. We must get into that consciousness where we can look at
seeming lack and say, " I have, I have, I have," until the very
ethers vibrate with our assertion and dollars will be coming to us
in abundance. Dwell in the spirit of abundance. This is the
law which built this building. W e can all demonstrate this law
if we will cast out all of our doubts and fears and live in the
thought of prosperity and plenty.
But we must have something of value to give if we would
draw things of value to us. Would we have been able to stand
here today if Unity Society had not had something to give, something which the world wanted; something better than, as well as
different from, that any other institution had to offer? It is today
proclaiming the very highest gospel on earth, it has something of
value to give. So today we re-dedicate this building, this temple
of the Living God. Not an unknown God, but a Living God.
We dedicate it to usefulness, we dedicate it to Love.
Vocal Solo, Mrs. Edith Haseltine: "Infinite Love."
Mr. Lowell Fillmore read reports from the treasurers of the
different branches of the work, showing great financial prosperitySinging of Doxology and dismissal.
WATERMELON SOCIAL, 7:30

p. M.

The hour spent in discussing the luscious, ice-cold watermelons was marked by the keen enjoyment of all who took part in
it. Sociability and exchange of friendly greetings made the time
all too short before the call for the evening session of the Jubilee.
Mrs. Huldah Gates, Manager of Unity Inn, assisted by a very
efficient corps of the young people, was the presiding genius of the
occasion.
E V E N I N G SESSION, 8:30

O'CLOCK.

T h e speakers were allowed but five minutes each, and were
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expected to embody their report in their address. This rule was
not rigidly adhered to by some of the speakers, however.
Tenor Solo, Mr. Bozart.
Opening remarks, Mr. Fillmore.
' Song, Mrs. Schlaegel.
Address for the Unity Society of Practical Christianity, W.
G. Haseltine; Mr. Haseltine said in part:
The committee in charge of this entertainment has labeled the
evening session Prosperity.
Do you ever ask yourself the question, "What is Prosperity?" Have you ever stopped to consider
the real meaning of that word? Does it mean the gain of dollars
or cents or property, or does it mean to you that spiritual unfoldment that comes with a knowledge of the truth?
Let us stop just a moment, and look at these two phases of
prosperity, as we will call them. You may say, " I am worth
$20,000." Is it your money? No, it is God's money. If I make
$5,000 a year I know that that is God's money; that is, God may
have a certain place, a certain purpose for that money, and it is
used for that purpose. That is one thing that I like about this
Society. There is no such thing as prosperity to the individual
members in a material way, but it is prosperity for the whole, because if one of us prospers in a material way, why the work gets
the benefit of it.
You cannot set a price on what comes from hearts filled with
love. We hear reports, and it is all cold and flat because there is
nothing to figures; it is that which is behind these figures that is
of value, that which has prompted the giving of these things. It is
the thought, the desire to do good.
So in taking with us tonight the idea of prosperity, let us consider it well from both view points, and I know that you will agree
with me that the prosperity of growing in a knowledge of the Truth
is far ahead of any mere material prosperity. It is one that is
always with you. It is one that cannot be bought. It is without
money and without price. Yet in our work here we offer this to
you, we offer it in the simple way Jesus told us to offer it — without
money and without price. Our work is all along these lines, and
this building was put up and will be paid for by love offerings, and
when you hear how the love offerings have come in and how the
obligations have been met, you will be, I won't say surprised, because you realize there is nothing to be surprised at in God's works,
but you will be able to prove the actual demonstration of the
power of the Word.
For the Society of Silent Unity, Myrtle Fillmore; Mrs. Fillmore said in part:
The Society of Silent Unity is a branch of the Unity work
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whose importance and extent is very little understood or appreciated
by those at the local center who have recourse to healers and
teachers, but which in reality is " T h e Power behind the throne"
of all Unity's prosperity and success.
This Society was instituted in 1890 to help those who were
seeking light through the ministry of our publication Thought,
and its object was to prove the power of silent co-operation in
holding in thought some vital truth at 9 o'clock every night. These
thoughts were given monthly in the magazine Thought, and this
silent co-operation was found to be of great value to those who
practiced it. From a nucleus of about half a dozen to start with,
the Society has grown to number almost 16,000. And from so
small a correspondence that Mr. Fillmore and I could easily handle it, it has come to require the services of half a dozen secretaries, besides ourselves and the force of our local healers. Its
membership belts the globe, for there is not a land or country in
which the Society is not represented, and if all members are faithful to the given thought at their local time there is not an hour in
the day that someone is not sending forth this Truth.
The benefits of this silent co-operation are beyond estimation. Thousands have found light and healing, and the expressions of joy and appreciation which our daily letters contain would
be sufficient to more than prove that "where two or more are
agreed upon any one thing it shall be done unto them."
There is a gratitude and love born of this Silent Unity of
thought and purpose for good, which inspires every member with
the desire to help those in need, and so here at the Center we
are continually co-operating for the benefit of all who seek Health,
Happiness and Prosperity through the Omnipresent Good.
One of the peculiarities of this Society is that no specific
charges are made for the ministry, yet it is substantially sustained
through the love and gratitude of its patrons, and is proving the
Law, "Give, and it shall be given unto you; good measure, pressed
down, shaken together, running over, shall they give into your
bosom." " For with what measure ye mete it shall be measured
to you again."
For the Joyful Circle, Miss Blanche Sage; Miss Sage spoke
as follows;
The Joyful Circle has had a very pleasant existence since the
dedication last August. It has had its ups and downs. Most of
them ups — sometimes nearly all ups. However, we have had a
very prosperous year. We have had some jolly good times, and
have taken in a fair amount of money. The treasurer reports
that since August, 1906, the receipts have been $85.59; the
balance in 1906 being $6.10, makes a total of $91.69.
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This amount did not idle away much of its time in the treasury.
The Joyful Circle believes in keeping the money in circulation.
By means of parties, picnics, Valentine socials and the like, we
managed to spend, during the last year, $82.35. W e I e e l 'hat it
was well spent, since it afforded to many outsiders, as well as the
members, much joy.
We have on hand at present, we regret to say, $9.30 idle
money. However we feel sure that it will not be long before we
find a profitable and pleasant way of using it. All our money has
by no means gone for ice-cream, tally-cards and prizes. In giving you a report of the receipts and disbursements for the year,
I made no mention of the donations to the building fund. Without going into detail, I will simply say that through various entertainments we raised $111.40, which amount was turned over to the
Building Committee.
Yes, we have had a very happy and prosperous year, and the
best of it is, we realize that our next report must and will, in the
divine order of things, show an increase in prosperity and the
power of spreading joy, that is in proportion to a year's growth
and development.
Song, Mr. Waldo Rickert Fillmore.
In introducing* the next speaker, Mr. Haseltine said, " This
afternoon there was one report read that called forth quite a little
applause, and that was the report of the Woman's Auxiliary.
Mrs. Jennie H. Croft will now address you and give you that report;
Mrs Croft said in part:
When Mr. Fillmore spoke to you he told you of the wonderful
possibilities in man — I want to tell you a little about the wonderful possibilities of woman, particularly the Woman's Auxiliary of
the Unity Society of Practical Christianity. But, before I give
you the report of the work which we have been doing, I want to
tell you of a little lesson which we as a body have learned during
this last year. There was a time when we thought it necessary to
make efforts to have sewing circles, and socials and entertainments
of various kinds that we might obtain the money to put in as our
part in helping this great work along, in furnishing the parlors,
decorating the rooms, etc. We gradually came to see, however,
that there was another way, a better way, and that it was not
necessary to work and strive to gain money; that if we employed
the law which we learned here, we could obtain the funds we
wished. And so we tried a new plan: Instead of working with
our hands we began to work with our thoughts, and our blessings
were upon the little silver dimes which we gave out to the members of our organization at each monthly meeting. These dimes
were blest with the spiritual law of increase, and they added to
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themselves other dimes and dollars too, until our treasury was replenished with a goodly sum each month. And thus, without
effort we have succeeded so well that when the figures are read
to you, you women will want to come and join us that you may
have part in this glorious work.
We have been enabled through the blessing of the spirit to
furnish and decorate this Auditorium and add to the furnishings
of the parlor, which we now propose to decorate. We all know
that that which we need exists for us. We must then claim our
own, attract it to us by an unwavering faith that it is ours. This
is the law, and the Woman's Auxiliary are acting harmoniously
with it, hence our success. During the year from August 22,
1906, to August 22, 1907, we have received from various sources
$471.48. We gave out in dimes which were blessed as seed dimes,
$10.90, and they brought in the harvest of $109. We had as loan
to the Unity Society $400, which makes a total of $980.48, which,
with the exception of $20.13 which remains in our treasury, we
have expended in the furnishings and decorations of the building.
For the Unity Guild, Miss Emma Luke; Miss Luke spoke as
follows:
One evening last December a small crowd of us young folk
met together to string popcorn for the Christmas entertainment,
and as the white strings lengthened out into yards, and the merry
laugh of all resounded through the house, because some just zvould
insist on pricking their fingers, and because the boys just couldn't
thread their needles, some one suggested it would be very interesting to have a social gathering quite often. We finally got to
talking about organizing a Club.
Our first meeting was held in January, 1907, and after the
election of different officers, and things were going on real smoothly,
we talked about a suitable name for our Club. This seemed a little difficult to decide upon at first, but we finally chose the name,
"Unity Guild." We also made plans for our first entertainment
about this time. As the Woman's Auxiliary had been using their
proceeds toward decorations and furnishings, and the Joyful Circle
toward the Building Fund, ice decided to further the pipe organ
fund.
Our membership numbered about 17 at that time. Now we
have a membership of 28. Our color is yellow, denoting wisdom.
We have given only three entertainments so far, and the entire
amount donated toward the pipe organ fund has been $48.00. As
you will notice. Unity Guild is not yet one year young, and I wish
to say we have been successful from the very beginning. We are
progressing financially, and having a good time socially, but above
all, we are progressing spiritually, each in his own way, and ac-
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complishing that which we planned together should be our motive
— helping others to understand this beautiful Truth, which is
prosperity.
Song by the congregation, "All is Yours."
For the Unity Sunday School, Mr. Lowell Page Fillmore.
. Mr. Fillmore spoke as follows:
Some years ago the Unity Sunday School was organized by
Mrs. Croft for the purpose of studying the Bible Lessons from the
texts given in the International course. The school was for both
the little folks and the big ones.
We met together at that time in Arlington Hall. I do not just
now recall how many years ago. The classes were instructed by
able teachers who drew from the students by careful questions the
great truths that were slumbering within them. Instead of taking
a literal view of the subject, it was looked into by the aid of a new
light, a new understanding, and the lessons were found to contain
an inner meaning that was applicable to the everyday life of each
individual.
And so the Sunday School has been as the name implies, a
school, but it has been also a very practical school, a manual
training school along spiritual lines.
The work has been growing from year to year, we might say
from Sunday to Sunday, and the great strong point is that the instruction is for the little folks as well as the " grown-ups." The
little ones need to know how to control their thoughts. They can
save themselves many bodily ills and troubles in the future by
thinking the right kind of thoughts right now while they are creating their worlds.
We regard this one of the most important branches of the
work, as a little child is naturally more impressionable than an
older person, hence the sooner it is started along the right road of
living and thinking the better off it is, and the world as well; for
the child of today is the man of tomorrow.
Many of you know of the Sunday School only through the entertainments, the socials, etc., of which the 4th of July picnic is
the great feature; everyone comes out and has a jolly good time.
Now this present Sunday School is but a prophecy of the
greater school that will be established in the future; a school
where teachers will be instructed and lecturers prepared for the
platform. There are calls for teachers and lecturers from all
parts of the country coming constantly. This school will meet the
demand.
The attendance at the Sunday School averaged 45 for 1904,
61 for 1905, 74 for 1906 and the year August, 1906, to date 86.
Besides providing for socials and entertainments the School
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has purchased song books for the Auditorium and has paid a weekly donation toward running expenses of the building.
The total receipts of the Sunday School for the year have been
$143.89. Total disbursements, $140.27, leaving a balanceof $3.62,
which, with last year's balance, gives a total of funds on hand
$34.26.
For the Unity Inn, Mrs. Huldah Gates: Mrs. Gates report is
as follows:
Friends: In behalf of Unity Inn I greet you, and to Mr. and
Mrs. Fillmore, I extend my love, and I trust that peace and plenty
may be yours. I appeal to the good friends to help us to enlighten
the people in regard to vegetarian diet, and to become more acquainted with our method of preparing our food and help them to
see that they also can leave meat and lard out of their daily bill
of fare and be perfectly well and happy. In regard to the Inn,
we are trying to demonstrate this truth. It is our great desire to
get a home where we can take care of more people than the size
of our present establishment will permit. While we are doing our
best now, and are trying to interest people in vegetarianism to
the best of our knowledge, we trust you will all help us in a financial way, for we must have means to carry on this work. Total
receipts during the three months I have had charge of the Inn,
$987.29. Disbursements — expenses, $896.29. Paid to Building
Committee, $76.00; cash on hand, $15.00; number of persons
served with meals in one month, July 1 4 - A u g u s t 14, 2,110.
Violin Solo, Robert Hoagland.
Report for Unity Tract Society was given by Mr. Charles
Fillmore, who said in part:
The object of this meeting is to express our gratitude to the
great Giver of all Good for the abundance that has been poured
out to us during the past year. As metaphysicians we take advantage of all the laws of mind, and one of those laws is that gratitude
and thankfulness, increases and multiplies, and when we meet for
the purpose of expressing in a definite way our thanks, our first
step should be one of audible and silent gratitude to the giver'of
all good.
We take Jesus Christ as our pattern in these movements of the
mind, and when he made a great demonstration, when he multiplied or increased, he always gave thanks, silently first then audibly. Let us observe this wonderful law of the power of the mind
to increase, let us enter now the great realm of invisible substance
and pour it out upon ourselves, upon our fellows, upon our bodies,
upon our buildings, upon our surroundings, upon everything in
the universe, by being silently thankful. Let us say to this great
Giver of All-Good, " W e thank thee, Father, that thou hast heard
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us and we know that thou hearest us always." Let everyone join
us in this statement. (Repeated three times aloud, then held silently for a short time.)
What is known as the Unity Society of Practical Christianity
is an organization for the purpose of demonstrating the religion of
Jesus Christ. Every organized effort must have a certain system
or order of thought to accomplish its ends and Christianity in its
essence is ours. We are not a sect, we have merely a loosely woven
organization that holds us together sufficiently to do a certain
work, and that work is what our name represents. Unity in Christ
— to bring together all the divergent thoughts of all the people on
earth. For that reason we are not Methodists, Baptists, nor
Christian Scientists, but we select the good in them all and aim to
practice it.
We have the Absolute Truth. This may seem like boasting
to proclaim that we have the Absolute Truth, but you will notice,
I am not saying that others do not have it, but that we must have
it, if there be any Truth, because we select the very highest and
best which we find everywhere, and we find that it always chords
with the teachings of Jesus Christ. We are not afraid of the
Saints or Sinners and freely mingle with all that we mayshowthem
the way taught by Jesus. We hold that man is supreme in the universe, and has power and dominion over every condition, in his
own body and in the world about him, and to this one wonderful
fact everything in our religion tends. We are the mental and
spiritual center of a great movement, greater than any of us can
perceive, yet in its infancy, for the ultimate union of all religions.
This society is, I might say, but one year old, although we have
for years been striving to establish ourselves. One year ago we
dedicated this building and we now have a firm foundation, and
are just beginning to do our work. This work is preaching the
Gospel of Jesus Christ, and demonstrating it as we go along.
The Bible is our text-book and we let the Spiritual man, the
Christ, interpret it for us. We find in this interpretation that it
reveals the wonderful possibilities in man and quickens within
us powers that have lain dormant for lack of understanding.
This is the second coming of Christ and his Spirit is in our midst
and is manifesting in all our work, because we know that of ourselves we can do nothing. We proclaim the gospel of liberty and
freedom in all religious matters. Where Christ is, there is
liberty. This doctrine will set you free from all your limitations.
It will give you freedom from poverty, from disease, from every
one of the so-called errors of the human consciousness, and in
their place give you peace and joy, the understanding of yourself,
the understanding of the law of life, and above all, the undersand-
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i n g of the law that governs the happiness and success of the whole
h u m a n family. W e must all learn this law, and obey it, because
in n o other way can the Unity of the whole be established.
As you will observe from the reports of the various societies,
t h i s work is prospering. The Lord is blessing us in temporal aff a i r s as well as in Spiritual, but we are not mesmerized by worldly
s u c c e s s , nor do we point to this building and say, " behold the
fruits of godly living." W e know too well that the true temple of
G o d is built of thought and deed, and that by its beauty our doct r i n e must be tested.
But we are not unmindful of the blessings that are being
poured out upon us. Our work is in everyway satisfactory.
T h r o u g h our publications we are sending forth the Word of Truth
to twice as many people as we did a year ago and the future is
b e i n g prepared for by the installation in our printing office of
machinery that will greatly facilitate the going forth of the Word.
In our thankfulness and expressions of gratitude we do not
omit the thousands of earnest souls who are everywhere in this
broad land uniting with us and sustaining us in this good work.
W e are holding in our prosperity all of these and carrying them
right forward with us. This is especially true of the two thousand
benefactors whose names are in our corner stone. T h e Spirit
that we are establishing is also theirs and we are blessing them
and they are rejoicing with us this day.
T r e arer's Report, Mr. J. I. Wallace:
Receipts for year
Disbursements
Balance for year
Balance in treasury August 22, 1906
Total Anniversary collection
Balance August 22, 1907

$5,230.01
4,501.23
S737-78
3io.qi
• 220.00
$1,268.6 s

This extended report of our first anniversary is given for the
information of the Unity Family, whose members are scattered
all over the land, and especially the two thousand who subscribed
funds to erect this building, and whose names are in its corner
stone. You can see that we are going forward and that the work
is getting on "a more substantial foundation every day. , There is
still an indebtedness on the building, which we are gradually paying off — about one thousand dollars having been put in the sinking fund for this purpose during the past year. In this connection
w e wish to say that we consider this a work in which the whole
Unity Family is interested and we are always grateful for your
co-operation in any way that you may be moved by the Spirit.
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UNITY TRACT SOCIETY.
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Unity Building, 913-915 Tracy Avenue.

Publishers' Department
T e r m s of S u b s c r i p t i o n s . Per year, $1.00; six months'
50 cents; three months trial (including W E E WISDOM), 15 cents.
Canada subscriptions, $1.12 (Canadian bills, silver or postage
stamps not accepted.) Foreign countries, $1.25 (5 s.) per year.
SPECIAL TERMS: Three subscriptions one year, whether
new or renewal, when sent together, $2.00.
One three-years' subscription to one name for $2.00.
Three subscriptions to Canada one year, $2.36; 3 subscriptions to foreign countries, $2.75 (11 s.)
Kansas City, Mo., subscriptions $1.25 3 subscriptions $2.75.
(These rates do not apply in payment of back dues. All
other subscription rates previously offered are hereby withdrawn.)
All subscriptions payable in advance.

UNITY ANNUAL ASSEMBLY
An assembly of.Practical Christians will beheld at the Unity
Auditorium, Kansas City, for three days, October 2, 3 and 4, 1907.
Sessions will be held afternoon and evening. All people who are
interested in testing in a practical way the teaching of Jesus
Christ are cordially invited to be present.
What is the most effective way to teach the Truth? 'will be
the keynote of the conference. Teachers and demonstrators will
be here to present their systems and instruct those desiring enlightenment. Lessons will be given by Judge Joseph H. Clarltson,
of Omaha; Judge H. H. Benson, of Kansas City; Prof. S. A.
Weltmer, of Nevada, Mo.; Prof. LeRoy Moore, of Kansas City,
and many others. The speakers will be selected because of their
ability to fractice rather than preach the Truth.
Special railroad rates will be in force at this time at all
points within 200 miles of Kansas City. " Forget not the assembling of yourselves together."
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SCHOOL

FOR T H E STUDY AND DEVELOPMENT
OF T H E SPIRITUAL LIFE.
To be organized under the leadership of HORATIO W. DRESSER,
P H . D . , N O . 2 Gorham Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts.
Under the above name Mr. Dresser has organized a school of
instruction in the principles of the Higher Life, and has associated with him Mr. Arthur E. Wood, a Harvard man who wishes to
devote his life to spiritual healing and teaching. Mr. Wood will
have charge of the Bible study and healing. W e quote from a
circular sent us by Mr. Dresser.
I. THE ART OF LIFE. This department of the work will be essentially an
enlargement of the teaching which Mr. Dresser has been engaged in
many years.
II. BIBLE STUDY. This department will be under the charge of Mr. Wood.
who will begin a series of Bible Lessons in October.
III. THE PRINCIPLES OF SPIRITUAL HEALING. The work of healing, with
all inquiries pertaining to it, will be in charge of Mr. Wood.
IV. STUDIES IN SYSTEMATIC PHILOSOPHY. Under this head Mr. Dresser
will begin at any time such studies with individuals or classes as maybe desired in philosophy, ethics, metaphysics, and the philosophy of
religion.
V. METHODS AND MEANS OF SERVICE. The aim of this department will be
to discover some means of establishing more practical forms of service, and the training of workers in the various helds.
Letters of advice and inquiry are solicited. Address all communications
to MR. A. E. WOOD, Secretary, 2 Gorham St.. Cambridge, Mass.
•
This is a move in the right direction, and we would that such
schools were starting up all over the country
We declare that
rich blessings shall attend the work and the noble workers, and
that success and prosperity abide with them.
The next course of lessons by Charles and Myrtle Fillmore
at Kansas City, will begin Monday evening, October 7th, and
w i l l last one month. Students from a distance should arrange to
r e m a i n here during the whole period.
T h e author of " W e e Wisdom's Way " has written a new serial called, " T h e Story of Lovie." It began in September W E E
WISDOM, and is of especial interest to the larger Wees.
Our Branch Library in Lincoln, Nebr., Mrs. Ada J. Hayes,
Manager, is extending its activities. Regular meetings are held
e a c h week with growing interest. This is the work which results
in the establishment of permanent Centers of Truth. There is no
better way to awaken an interest in new modes of thought or
action than to bring the matter before the public through good
literature on the subject, and this is what our Branch Libraries
a r e doing. In nearly every instance the establishing of. a library
l e a d s to a work of teaching and healing in a regular Center.
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We have many requests for literature to place in the hands
of those who are beginning to inquire the way of Life, and we
would recommend our tract "PRAISE." This little tract is a spiritual tonic for all who are depressed, disappointed or unhappy.
It is a 5-cent tract, but in lots of a dozen, for distribution, we will
furnish them for 25 cents per dozen.
The manager of our Library, Jennie H. Croft, will answer
with promptness and pleasure all questions about starting centers,
conducting meetings and establishing libraries.' There is a great
demand all over the country for this teaching and it meets with
quick receptivity when once explained. If you have a genuine
unselfish desire to help your fellowmen you will never find a better opportunity than is offered in our Branch Library system.
We can outline a course of study for the members of any center
that will put into their hands the key to health, happiness and
prosperity. Write to Mrs. Croft for particulars. Should a center desire personal instruction by a teacher, we can send one.
Every new subscriber to W E E WISDOM will be given the
September number which contains the first installment of the new
story of "Lovie"by Myrtle Fillmore, if the subscription is received by Oct. 1st.
A new bcok by that forceful writer, Ralph Waldo Trine, is
now in the press of Thomas Y. Crowell & Co. It is entitled
"This Mystical Life of Ours," and is a selection of Mr. Trine's
ablest thought, arranged hy himself in fifty-two chapters for the
weeks of the year.
" T r u t h in Song: For Lovers of Truth Everywhere," by
Clara H. Scott. A collection of beautiful songs and hymns for
all New Thought gatherings, class rooms and Sunday Schools. Per
copy, 30 cents; per dozen $3 00 Published by Stockham Publihing Co., Dearborn St., Suite 51, Chicago, 111.
W E E WISDOM is the only metaphysical magazine written exclusively for children. It is only fifty cents a year. If you have
little ones, you cannot afford to be without it.
A. F. G.: "Healing Through Love," by S. M. Butler, was
published in the June UNITY for 1902. Can furnish you a copy.
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NEW THOUGHT PUBLICATIONS
U N I T Y . Edited by Charles and Myrtle Fillmore.
913 Tracy Ave.. Kansas City, Mo.

Monthly,

91.00 per year.

W E E WISDOM . (For children). Edited by Myrtle Fillmore.
50 cents a year. 913 Tracy Ave., Kansas City. Mo.

Monthly.

T H E B A L A N C E . A monthly exponent of advanced thought. L. Howard
Cashmere, Editor and publisher. 91.00 a year. Denver, Colo. DAS WORT. (German.) Edited by H. H. Schroeder.
year. 3537 Crittenden Street, St. Louis Mo.

Monthly. 91.00 a

DAY-LIGHT, a new magazine by Hannah More Kohaus. Monthly. 91.00 a
year, postpaid. T e a c h e s " Science of S c i e n c e s . " Mabel Haslehurst,
Secretary, 8 Tower House, Candover St., Nassau St., W., London,
England.
E T E R N A L PROGRESS. A monthly periodical of instruction in mental and
spiritual development. Christian D. Larson, Editor and publisher
z.oo a year. Cincinnati. Ohio.
F E L L O W S H I P . Edited by Benjamin Fay Mills.
Los Angeles, Cal.
T H E LIFE.- A metaphysical monthly.
Troost Ave., Kansas City, Mo.

Monthly. 91.00 a year.

91.00 a year, 10 c e n t s a copy.
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T H E LIBERATOR. A monthly journal devoted to freedom from medical
superstition and tyranny. Lora C. Little. Editor. 91.00 a year. Minneapolis, Minn.
M E T A P H Y S I C A L MAGAZINE. Monthly.
Editor. 92.00 a year. N e w York City.

Leander Edmund Whipple.

T H E N E W T H O U G H T . An organ of Optimism. Edited by Franklin L.
Berry and Louise Radford Wells. 1299 Farwell Ave., Chicago. 111.
Monthly. 50 cents a year. With UNITY, 91.30.
T H E N A U T I L U S . Edited by Elizabeth Towne.
Holyoke, Mass. With U N I T Y , 91.50.

Monthly, 91.00 a year.

T H E OPTIMIST. A magazine devoted to the philosophy of the omnipresent good. Caroline E. Norris, Editor. 91.00 a year. Boston, Mass.
PRACTICAL I D E A L S . A magazine devoted to the philosophy and practical application of the New Thought. Starr Publishing Co., Boston,
Mass. 91.00 a year.
T H E SWASTIKA. A magazine of Triumph.
Editor. 91.00 a year. Denver, Colo.

Dr. A. J. Mclvor-Tyndall.

T H E S C I E N CE QUARTERLY. For studyand daily concentration. Edited
by Fannie B. James, 730 Seventeenth Ave, Denver, Colo. 50 cents a
year. With UNITY, 91.30.
W A S H I N G T O N N E W S - L E T T E R . Edited by Oliver C. Sabin. Monthly.
91.00 a year. 1329 M St., Washington, D. C. With UNITY, fi.50.
POWER. A rational exponent of Higher Thought and Practical Christianity. Charles Edgar Prather, Editor. Monthly. 91.00 a year. 730
17th Ave., Denver, Colo. With UNITY, $1.50.
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METAPHYSICAL DIRECTORY
CENTERS OF T R U T H , TEACHERS AND
HEALERS, BRANCH LIBRARIES
CALIFORNIA
FRANCES J. BABCOCK, Branch Library, 803 Capitol St., Vallejo.
CO-OPERATIVE T R U T H CENTER, Library and Reading-Room, 2309
Santa Clara Ave., Alameda.
Unity Literature.
FLORA CARNALL, Branch Library, 459 W. Fifth Ave., Pomona.
FLORENCE C

G I L B E R T AND M A U D EVALYN N

ALDRICH, Healing by

the spiritual influence of God. Teaching by correspondence. Address, 1370 Marengo Ave., Station A, Pasadena.
HOME OF T R U T H , cor. Grand St. and Alameda Ave., Alameda.
Unity Literature.
M R S . E B . BRUMMER, Branch Library, 437 East Ocean Ave.,
Long Beach.
H O M E OF T R U T H , 1233a J. St., Sacramento. Unity Literature.
H O M E OF T R U T H , 275 North Third St., San Jose. Unity Literature.
HOME OF T R U T H , Metaphysical Library and Reading-Room, 2538
Fulton St., Berkeley. Harriet Waycott Nelson, Manager.
HOME OF T R U T H , 1805 Devisadero St., near Bush, San Francisco.
Unity Literature.
METAPHYSICAL LIBRARY AND READING ROOM, 611

Grant

Build

ing, Los Angeles. Unity Literature.
N E W CENTER OF T R U T H , 1292 McAllister St., San Francisco.
Mrs. Lizzie Robe, Manager. Unity Literature.
S A N FRANCISCO CIRCULATING METAPHYSICAL LIBRARY, Unity Lit-

erature, 1031 Fillmore St., Room 15.
Manager.

Estella E . Gillham,

READING ROOM AND CIRCULATING LIBRARY, 704 Citizens' National

Bank Building, cor. Third and Main Sts., L o s Angeles,.
Unity Literature. Open daily from 12 m. to to 4 p. m.
MRS. R. P. WILLIAMS, Branch Library, 48 South 2d St., San Jose.
MRS. J. W. YOUNGCLAUS, Branch Library, Calistoga.
H O M E OK T R U T H , Christian healing and teaching.
Spiritual
teachers and healers prepared for the ministry. Mrs. Annie
Rix Militz, teacher and speaker.
Phones, Home A 3167;
Sunset Main 8045. 1327 Georgia Street, Los Angeles.
PEARL IONA MIZENER, Healing and individual teaching. Branch
Library, 4120 Gilbert St., Oakland.
MYRA G. FRENYEAR, practical teacher; Branch Library. The
Cosmic and Christ Consciousness is Man's Destiny. The
Jesus Christ Way is the Surest and Shortest Path to Power
yet Revealed. Class and Privat&Instruction. 1465 Seventh
Street, San Diego.
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T R U T H S T U D E N T S CENTER, Branch Library, 506 S. Figueroa St.,
Los Angeles.
CANADA
M R S , MAJORIE EASTMAN, Branch
South, Hamilton, Ontario.

Library,

45 Wellington St

COLORADO
COLLEGE

OF D I V I N E

SCIENCE,

730 Seventeenth Ave.,

Denver.

Unity Literature.
MRS. M. L. ROSS, Branch Library, Fruita.
THE

TRUTH

CENTER

OP

CHRISTIAN

W. 10th St., Pueblo.

LIVING

AND HEALING , 108

Unity Literature.

DISTRICT

O F COLUMBIA

NATIONAL N E W THOUGHT CENTER, Loan and Trust Bldg., cor.
F and 9th Sts., Washington, D. C Daily noon meetings.
Wednesday meetings at 8 p. m. Circulating library. Monday classes. Sunday meetings at 4 p. m., at Rauscher's,
1032 Conn. Ave. Emma Gray and Geo. E . Ricker, Teachers and Healers.
T E M P L E OF T R U T H ,

1228 16th St., N. W . ,

Washington,

D.

C.

Mrs. Florence Willard Day, Teacher and Healer.
FLORIDA
M i s s JULIA P. HASCALL, Branch Library, Merritt, Indian River.
JAMES H E N R Y , Humanist; Branch Library.
burg.
GEORGIA

Bo x 277, St. Peters-

R O B E R T BRYAN HARRISON, Branch Library, 415 Austell Bldg.,
Atlanta.
ILLINOIS
M R S . J. B. CALDWELL, Branch Library, Morton Park.
CHICAGO U N I T Y SOCIETY OF PRACTICAL CHRISTIANITY, suite 419,

U. S. Express Building, 87 Washington St. Noon Silence
daily except Sunday, from 12 to 12:30. Saturday at 2 p. m.,
the International Sunday School Lesson. Announcement
of classes and other instruction on application.
Unity
Literature.
CHICAGO T R U T H CENTER, Established by Mrs. Annie Rix Militz.
Classes, private lessons, treatments and advice in Christian
Living and Healing. Appointments by telephone. 399
Ontario St., Chicago. Tel., 57 North. Unity Literature.
H . H O W E L L , Branch Library, Belleville.
M R S . AUGUSTA JOHNSON, Branch Library, 1151 Seminary Ave.,
Chicago.
M R S . S. A. MCMAHON, 230 Bradley Place, Chicago.
M. JESENIUS-PETERSON, Branch Library, 4000 Cottage Grove
Ave., Chicago.
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UNITY

CHICAGO T R U T H STUDENTS, Handel Hall, Room 508, LaMoyne
Building, 4 0 Randolph St., Chicago. Meetings are held
the first and third Wednesdays of each month at 2 P. M.
W A L T E R D E V O B , author, instructor and healer. Consultation b y
appointment only. Literature on application. 5226 G r e e n wood Ave., Chicago.
INDIANA
MRS.

E V A O. TAGGART,
South Bend.

Branch Library, 617 S. St. Joe S t . ,

M R S . EDITH E . VINCENT, speaks the word for health, happiness,
and prosperity. Branch Library. 311 S. Keystone A v e . ,
Indianapolis.
KANSAS
MARION A U S T I N DRAKE,

F A V E T T E M. DRAKE, teaching a n d h e a l -

ing. Absent treatments a specialty. Also teaching by c o r respondence. 25 No. 15th St., Kansas City.
M R S . ISABELLA G. WILSON , Branch Library, 224 T e c u m s e h S t . ,
Ottawa.
KENTUCKY
.MRS. MARY HOFFMAN, spiritual healer. Present and absent treatment. 310 Ward Ave., Bellevue.
H. MOORMAM, Branch Library, 1633 Jackson St., Louisville.
MARYLAND
M R S . MARY A. BROOM, and her daughter, Mrs. Ophelia D u n bracco, present and absent treatments. N e r v o u s n e s s a
specialty. 424 S. Patterson Park Ave., Baltimore.
MASSACHUSETTS
T H E METAPHYSICAL C L U B , 30 Huntington Ave., Boston.
Literature.
MINNESOTA
MRS. MELISSA BULLOCK, Branch Library, Battle Lake.

Unity

B o x I.

EMMA J. DAVIS, Branch Library, 1406 W. Minnehaha S t r e e t , S t
Paul.
M R S . R O S E HOWE, teacher and healer.
Teaching b y c o r r e spondence. Branch Library. Box 165, Spring V a l l e y .
T H E MINNEAPOLIS FELLOWSHIP, Sunday service, 10:45a. m., K . P.
Hall, Masonic Temple, Hennepin Ave., Minneapolis. R u t h
B. Ridges, speaker.
Unity Literature. Reading R o o m s
4 and 5 Kimball Building, 811 Nicolet Ave.
M R S . CAROLINE WILLOUGHBY, Branch Library, 14296th St. S. E . ,
Minneapolis.
MISSOURI
Miss EDNA BEALS, Branch Library, 2020 Trenton Ave., T r e n t o n .
HOME OF T R U T H , May D. Wolzak, teacher and healer, 2 3 1 2 W a bash Ave., Kansas City.
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M R S . LIZZIE C. HEAD, healing, present or absent.
St., Kansas City.

igi
4021 Holmes

M R S . EMMA JONES, Branch Library, 2836 Manchester St., St.
Louis.
PROF. L E R O Y MOORE, teacher of the Higher Life. Correspondence solicited. 913 Tracy Ave., Kansas City.
W I L L R. PENICK, J R . , healing through faith and love, 1612 Francis St., St. Joseph.
JOHN H. RIPPE, Christian teacher and healer. ' English and German correspondence. 1620 Madison Ave., Kansas City.
SOCIETY OF PRACTICAL CHRISTIANITY, S. E. cor. i 8 t h a n d Pestalozzi

Sts., St. Louis. Services every Sunday at n a. m., and
every Tuesday at 8 p. m., (English); every Sunday at 2:45
p. m., and every Thursday at 8 p. m., (German). Sunday
School at 9:30 a. m. H. H. Schroeder, 3537 Crittenden
6t., St. Louis.
MICHIGAN
M R S . LIBBIE CRANNELL, Branch Library, Box 53, Lawrence.
NEBRASKA
J U D G E JOSEPH R U S S E L L CLARKSON AND C. ALBERT D E G R O O T , Chris-

tian healers and teachers. Office, 301 N e w York Life
Building, Omaha. Lectures delivered on request. Unity
Literature.
M R S . ADA J. HAYES, Branch Library, 2012 S. 22d St.
every Monday. Lincoln.
NEW

Study class

JERSEY

C I R C L E OF D I V I N E MINISTRY OF T H E ORANGES, Studio Bldg., 589

Main St., East Orange.
L,. N. MCQUAIDE, Branch Library, Boardwalk near 8th St., Ocean
City.
N E W MEXICO.
M R S . MARTHA M. HORTENSTEIN, Christain teacher and healer.
Present and absent treatments. Calls anywhere. Springer.
NEW

YORK.

BROOKLYN CIRCLE OF D I V I N E MINISTRY, 76 Hanson P l a c e, Brook-

lyn.
Rev. W. Ellis Williams, healer; Mrs. Herbert Pierson, Librarian.
BROOKLYN T R U T H CENTER, 313a Quincy St., Brooklyn.

E. Sayre in charge.

Mrs. P.

Unity Literature.

CIRCLE OF DIVINE MINISTRY, 35 West 20th St., N e w York City.
Rev. W. Ellis Williams, healer; Mrs. E. Gifford, Librarian.
Unity Literature.
M I L L Y H . ESMOND, 19 Sherman Ave., Glens Falls.
M R S . AMANDA E . HOBBS, present or absent treatments for health,
happiness and prosperity, Branch Library, Harbor Heights,
Mamaroneck.
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UNITY

MARY ROBBINS MEAD, special correspondence course in Mental
Healing, and list of helpful books. Watkins.
H. BRADLEY JEFFERY.
Metaphysician.
W. 67th St., N e w York City.

Absent treatment.

15

OHIO.
M R S . REBECCA S. BROWNE, reader and healer, present and a b sent treatments. 1224 Lincoln Ave., Walnut Hills, Cincinnati.
CHAS. R. HAYDN, Branch Library, 4417 Carnegie Ave., Cleveland.
D R . AND MRS. J. GILBERT MURRAY, teachers and healers, present or absent treatments. Teaching by correspondence.
Branch Library. 18 Hall Ave., Lakewood.
N E W THOUGHT TEMPLE, 7:45 Sunday evenings, Gorman H a l l ,
131K S. Jefferson St., Dayton.
N E W THOUGHT THMPLH, services Sundays 10 a. m. and 8 p. m.
McMillan St. and Gilbert Ave., Cincinnati.
N E W T H O U G HT CENTER, 418 12th St. (C. G. Pomeroy), T o l e d o .
M R S . BKRTHA W. SPALDING, Branch Library, 95 Station Street,
Ashtabula.
PENNSYLVANIA.
M R S . C. A. BARTHOLOMEW, absent treatments. It costs you nothing if not restored to health. R. F . D . , Lansing.
E A S T O N ' S D I V I N E SCIENCE C E N T E R , present and absent treatments,

also teaching, Branch Library. Free-will offerings. M r s .
A. E. Lothrop, East Paxinosa Ave., Easton..
TEXAS:
M R S . WALTER ALEXANDER, Branch Library, Sweet Water.
N E L L C. JOHNSON, N e w Thought teacher and healer. C o r r e spondence solicited. 1704 Guadalupe St., Austiri.
WASHINGTON.
D I V I N E SCIENCE CENTER OF S E A T T L E , Agnes McCarthy in c h a r g e ,

Columbia College Hall, Cor. Broadway & Pine Sts., S e a t t l e .
Sunday Services, n a. m. Unity Literature.
MRS. GRACE WINGATE, Branch Library, 2808 W. Mallon A v e . .
Spokane.
FOREIGN.
ROSE E . FOLEY, Branch Library, Tyabb, Melbourne, Victoria,
Australia.
HIGHER T H O U G H T CENTER, Branch Library, 10 Cheniston G a r dens, London, W. Eng. Unity Literature.
T H E LONDOU SOCIETY OF T H E SCIENCE OF B E I N G (Mrs.

Hannah

More Kohaus), 8 Tower House, Candover St., Nassau S t . ,
London, W. England, Mabel Haslehust, Secretary.
T H E SOCIETY OF THE S T U D E N T S OF N E W L I F E .

A reading c o a r s e

of instruction instituted by the Power Book Co., 14 K e n i l worth Ave., Wimbledon, S. W. England, and under t h e
management of Samuel George.
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